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Editor’s
Column

IEEE Photonics Society

Nicolas Fontaine
Time flies—I’ve been editor of the IEEE Photonics
Society newsletter for one year! It has been an amazing experience for me—especially getting to know and
working with the IEEE Photonics Society staff and the
many volunteers.
This month I am excited to announce we have added
two new associate editors. Marin Lavery from the University of Glasgow who is an expert in quantum optics
and orbital angular momentum, and our youngest editor,
Nicholas Wong who recently graduated from the University of Southampton and currently resides in Singapore. These are great additions and fill important vacancies in Europe and Asia.
The research highlight article is from Xi Chen and
colleagues at Nokia Bell Labs. Her team uses electronic
multiplexing techniques such as digital bandwidth interleaving to dramatically push the speed of digital to
analog conversion beyond the state of the art. Her work
has been published in numerous post deadline sessions at
the optical fiber conference and the European conference
on optical communications. In particular, at this years
OFC, they generated 1.61 TB/s optical signal using a
digital bandwidth interleaving digital-to-analog converter with 100-GHz+ bandwidth. Expect to see much
more from this group in the future!
This month the “Get to Know Your Photonics Society
Leadership” column features Tetsuya Kawanishi, a member of the Photonics Society Board of Governors (BoG)
2017–2019. The BoG meets several times a year to vote
on important issues to direct the future path of the Photonics Society. Please reach out to the BoG to bring up
any concerns/suggestions for the Society.
Volunteers are key to the newsletter! We always
looking for content to share, especially news from your
local photonic outreach activities and ground breaking research results. Students, young professionals, and
experienced members can inquire about submitting an
article! Please contact me if you are interested (nicolas
.fontaine@nokia.com). As always, I hope you enjoy
reading the articles! I welcome any feedback, suggestions, and comments.
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President’s
Column
Chennupati Jagadish

I hope those in the Northern Hemisphere are enjoying their
summer while we in the Southern Hemisphere are enjoying
our winter. There have been many exciting developments in
the Society since I last wrote to you and I am pleased to have
this opportunity to share some of the highlights with you now.
In March, I attended our annual Optical Fiber Communication Conference and Exhibition (OFC) in San Diego, California,
USA. It was astounding to see the continued growth of the conference, with this year’s attendance nearly topping 16,000! In addition to the exciting plenary talks and world-class technical presentations at OFC, I had the great pleasure of recognizing several
of our newly elected IEEE Fellows. As an IEEE Fellow myself,
this is a particularly gratifying part of my role as President and so
I ask you to join me in congratulating our 2018 Fellows and in
thanking them for their vital contributions to our field.
Just prior to OFC, the IEEE Photonics Society Board of
Governors (BoG) meetings were also held in San Diego. The
meeting series was well attended and featured valuable discussion of many important issues to our Members and our community. From those discussions, ensuring diversity across all
levels of the Society emerged as a top priority, with the BoG
moving to approve the following diversity statement:
“The IEEE Photonics Society is committed to providing equal opportunity to scientists and engineers, regardless of ethnicity, race, nationality, disability, socioeconomic status, sexual orientation, religion, gender,
age, and/or personal identity. Our policy is to continually improve our
practices in order to build and maintain an environment that reflects the
rich diversity of the photonics and optics scientific community.”
It is the responsibility of all in our community to support diversity—diversity enhances innovation. We would like women,
industry members, young professionals and other underrepresented
groups to serve as volunteers for various committees, journal editorial boards, conference committees, and awards boards. And while
we have made strides in increasing diversity, we clearly have more
work to do as evidenced by the low number of women nominated
for the 2018–2019 Distinguished Lecturer (DL) program. True, we
did increased the diversity of the DL committee itself, and that is a
step in right direction, but the committee cannot select women if
none or too few are nominated. Let this serve as a reminder for all of
us to get involved and nominate qualified women, global community representatives, and individuals from underrepresented groups.
The BoG also identified engaging industry as a major opportunity for the Society. With nearly half of our membership working in industry, it is crucial that the Society provides programs
and outreach to meet these Members’ needs. To that end, the
BoG formed a standing committee on industry engagement. If
you wish to join this effort or have any suggestions for programs
that will benefit industry, please contact us at photonicssociety@
ieee.org.
As the backbone of the digital age, there is no doubt that photonics is indeed a booming field. Digital industries are growing
June 2018

at a rate of 2.7% while physical industries are growing at 0.7%.
Research shows that digital industries spend about 70% on information and communication technologies (ICT), whereas physical industries spend about 30% on ICT. With the digitization of
physical industries, the ICT sector is expected to grow to $1 trillion in the next decade or so. Further fueling this growth is the
critical role optical communication systems and photonics technologies play in digital economy/industries. Optical and wireless
technologies will converge in next-generation (5G and beyond)
communication systems, artificial intelligence (AI), Internet of
things (IoT), virtual reality, and autonomous vehicles. Of course,
along with these opportunities come the challenges of meeting the
world’s ever-increasing communications bandwidth and performance demands. I have learned that internet data usage in China
is growing at a rate of 47%, with 770 million netizens generating
nearly 19,000 TB in data daily. With such staggering growth, it
is clear to see the role the Photonics Society and its Members can
play in meeting the grand challenges of the 21st Century.
Therefore, in an effort to help all groups get more involved
with the Society, the BoG voted to reduce the 2019 membership fee from USD $34 to $20, and student membership fee
from $17 to $10. Engagement of the global photonics community in our Society is vital for the future of our field. It is our
hope that by lowering member fees, we will encourage more of
our colleagues and students to join the Society.
Financially, the Society is doing well and seeing growth in both
conferences and journals. The Society Technical Affairs Council
has identified those areas in our field that will act as influencers
for topics at the IEEE Photonics Society Summer Topicals Meeting Series, future conference content, and for special issues in our
journals. Additionally, the BoG has noted the important role our
editors and reviewers play in ensuring that our journals continue
to publish high-quality papers. While editors are duly acknowledged after completion of their terms, reviewers rarely receive
recognition for their voluntary contribution to our discipline and
journals. To remedy this, our publications group has been charged
with identifying various ways to better celebrate the work of our
reviewers. Look for more on this to come later in the year!
Lastly, our conferences are in a healthy position and expanding. As mentioned in earlier columns, we are launching a new
conference this year, Research and Applications of Photonics in
Defense (RAPID), in Miramar Beach, Florida. I hope to see you
there or at one of our other stellar conferences.
Overall, the Society is in wonderful shape and I want to
thank the entire volunteer leadership team and staff for their
efforts and contributions.
With warm greetings
Chennupati Jagadish
Australian National University, Canberra
c.jagadish@ieee.org
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Research highlights

Generation and Detection of Ultra-High Speed
Optical Signals
Xi Chen (xi.v.chen@nokia-bell-labs.com), Nokia Bell Labs, Holmdel, United States,
S. Chandrasekhar (chandra.sethumadhavan@nokia-bell-labs.com),
G. Raybon (gregory.raybon@nokia-bell-labs.com),
P. Winzer (peter.winzer@nokia-bell-labs.com)
How Fast is Fast Enough in
Telecommunications?
The increasing amount of traffic, driven by the human need for
communication, which continuously generates new technologies such as virtual reality and cloud computing, requires the
physical layer to process very high-speed signals.
Ten years ago, optical transceivers in core networks were
mostly based on switching laser light on and off, known as onoff-keying (OOK). The associated receivers, known as direct detection receivers, only needed a single photodiode to detect the
received modulated optical power. As OOK carries only 1 bit
per optical pulse (1 bit per symbol in communications engineering terms), its efficiency is relatively low. To get higher efficiencies, multi-level modulation can be used. Instead of switching
optical power on and off (binary modulation), bits are encoded
onto more than 2 states (typically 2N states, each pulse carrying
log2(2N) = N bits). If these 2N states are mapped onto the amplitude of a signal, we speak of 2N-ary pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM). The signal amplitude can then be mapped onto the
intensity of a laser beam. For example, a PAM-4 signal using
4 intensity levels carries log2(4) = 2 bits/symbol; PAM-4 at
~25 GBaud (1 Baud = 1 symbol/second = 1 pulse/second) carries 50 Gb/s per wavelength for datacenter interconnects [1]. An
example of a 28-GBaud PAM-4 eye diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
Symbol rates in the multi-GBaud range are typically obtained
by temporally multiplexing two or more parallel bit streams, ultimately originating from CMOS processors (ASICs or FPGAs) operating at clock frequencies of hundreds of MHz to a few GHz. If
this multiplexing is done electronically, we speak of electronic timedivision multiplexing (ETDM), and symbol rates as high as 180
and 204 GBaud have been obtained this way in research [3], [4].
To get even higher transponder bit rates, one must use parallel channels in some other physical dimension. For example,

PAM-4 Signal

64-QAM Constellation

Fig. 1 Examples of 28-GBaud PAM-4 signals [2] and 90-GBaud
64-QAM constellations [5].
4
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one may use real and imaginary parts (also called sine and cosine components or in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) parts) of the
complex electrical field making up an optical wave to transport
two separate streams of information. While this can be viewed
as quadrature-multiplexing of two real-valued data streams, it
is more commonly viewed as multiplying each optical pulse by
a complex instead of a real-valued amplitude value. This view
is referred to as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Compared to OOK and PAM using the light intensity, complex
modulation formats double the number of bits that are encoded onto a symbol. For example, while PAM-8 carries log2(8) =
3 bits/symbol, 64-QAM can be viewed as two quadraturemultiplexed PAM-8 signals (2 × 3 = 6 bits/symbol) or as a
complex modulation carrying log2(64) = 6 bits/symbol. A 64QAM constellation at 90 GBaud is shown in Fig. 1.
Additional multiplexing can be done using the two (and
only two) orthogonal polarizations of light to further double
the bit rate per carrier wavelength. To receive polarization-division multiplexed (PDM) complex QAM signals, coherent receivers
must be used. A coherent receiver consists of a polarization beam
splitter to split the signal into two individual (x and y) polarization components for detection, a local oscillator (LO) laser that
converts the magnitude/phase information of the optical field
into pure intensity information accessible by photodetectors, a
90-degree optical hybrid per polarization to access both I and Q
parts of the optical field, and four pairs of balanced photodiodes
(detecting Ix, Qx, Iy, Qy). These are conveniently coupled to four
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) to convert the analog electrical signal into digitally quantized numbers that then faithfully represent the analog optical field, and that can be further
manipulated using digital signal processing (DSP).
Using PDM-QAM, data rates per wavelength of more than
1 Tb/s have been demonstrated in research [5], [7] and 400
Gb/s is available in products [6]. In order to achieve 1-Tb/s research results, high-speed ADCs (in the form of real-time oscilloscopes) sampling at up to 256 GSamples/s with an effective
number of bits (ENoB) of ~5 [3], [20], and high-speed digitalto-analog converters DACs sampling at, e.g., 100 GSamples/s
with a nominal resolution of 6 bits [7] have been used. Internally, both ADCs and DACs have built-in ETDM functionality
to reach such high sampling rates.
To increase transponder bit rates even further, additional
multiplexing is needed. One way to further increase the symbol rate is to apply time-division multiplexing in the optical
June 2018
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1.08 Tb/s have been obtained this way [13]. Taking the notion
of seamless OFDM even further, arbitrary optical spectra can be
synthesized by coherently stitching together individually modulated optical signals [15].
The same concept can be applied at the receiver. As shown
in Fig. 5, multiple lasers (or a demultiplexed LO comb) can be
used to coherently detect the individual subcarriers or spectral
slices of a signal. Each spectral slice is then individually downconverted to digital baseband and either individually decoded
or digitally stitched back together to represent a contiguous
wide-band optical signal [16].

Optical Frequency Multiplexing

Electrical Frequency Multiplxing

Optical frequency multiplexing exploits the frequency domain
to orthogonally combine multiple optical signals. The most
well-known optical frequency multiplexing technique is wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), where different signals,
independently generated and independently detected, are placed
in non-overlapping optical frequency bins. If multiple signals in
adjacent optical frequency bins are generated, detected and routed as a group within a networking context, we speak of optical
superchannels [10]. Each individual optical signal making up
the superchannel is then referred to as an optical subcarrier. As
shown in Fig. 3, subcarriers may be modulated onto individual
lasers or onto demultiplexed lines of a comb source. Subcarrier
signals can use Nyquist shaping [11] (cf. Fig. 4), or they can use
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [12], both
generated by a set of 4 individual DACs per subcarrier (Ix, Qx,
Iy, Qy). The gap between two subcarriers is determined by their
spectral roll-off (for Nyquist subcarriers) and by the oscillatory
tail of the electrical OFDM subcarrier for an OFDM-based superchannel. In OFDM, multiple optical subcarriers can also be
seamlessly combined as long as they are temporally synchronized
and the optical carrier frequency among the subcarriers is sufficiently stable [13], [14] (cf. Fig. 4). Aggregate bit rates as high as

The same operations described above for optical frequency
multiplexing (and stitching) can be performed in the electronic domain. This is an attractive solution to generate (or detect)
signals across an electrical bandwidth that is supported by
the bandwidth of analog opto-electronic components but not

June 2018

Signal

DeMUX

domain, known as optical time-division multiplexing (OTDM).
OTDM modulates multiple lower-rate streams of very short
optical pulses into a higher-speed signal, and at the receiver
uses an optical gate to demultiplex the individual streams.
Symbol rates as high as 1.28 TBaud and bit rates as high as
10.2 Tb/s have been obtained this way [8], [9].
As with ETDM and OTDM, multiplexing signals in the electrical and optical time domain, signals can also be multiplexed in
the electrical and optical frequency domain, as summarized in Fig.
2. The two frequency-domain multiplexing techniques will be
discussed in more detail in the following two sections.
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Fig. 5 Schematic architecture of the receiver for superchannel
signals. CoRx: coherent receiver.
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Fig. 7 DBI-DAC generated electrical 195-GBaud
PAM-4 signal.

Fig. 6 Schematic architecture of a DBI-DAC.

supported by the bandwidth of DACs and ADCs. For example, high-speed DACs with 8 bits of nominal resolution only
exist up to 92 GSamples/s with bandwidth of ~20 GHz [17]
while electro-optic modulators exist with bandwidths of up to
~100 GHz [23]. Electrical frequency multiplexing has been
shown to generate electrical signals up to 240 GSamples/s and
100 GHz bandwidth using a technique known as digital band
interleaving (DBI) [18]–[20].
The DBI technique is the electronic equivalent to the
optical spectral stitching technique described above. A DBI
based DAC (DBI-DAC) stitches together electrical frequency
bands that are generated by multiple baseband DACs, as
shown in Fig. 6. A DSP unit first digitally splits the wideband electrical signal to be generated into multiple narrower
bands (3 bands in the example: low frequency (LF); medium
frequency (MF); high frequency (HF)), and performs digitalto-analog conversion of each of these 3 band separately via
three lower-bandwidth DACs. The analog signals from the
multiple DACs are then up-converted using RF local oscillators and RF mixers. The RF local oscillators are generated
from an extra DAC that is on the same CMOS chip as the
baseband DACs to ensure frequency stability and phase coherence among signal bands. The up-converted bands are
then combined via a triplexer to form a single wide-band signal. Ideally, this wide-band signal is identical to a wide-band
signal generated from a single, wide-band DAC. With the
DBI technique, a 240-GSa/s DAC with resolution of 8 bits
has been demonstrated [19]. An electrical 195-GBaud PAM4 signal was generated (shown in Fig. 7) [19], and an optical
signal with up to 1.6 Tb/s on a single laser carrier was generated [20]. Instead of using analog RF mixers, one can also use
high-speed linear selectors to implement a DBI-DAC [21]. A
linear selector works as a frequency mixer and can combine
two 20-GHz DACs to a 40-GHz DAC [21].
The DBI technique can also be applied at the receiver to
construct a DBI-based ADC [22], essentially operating the
DBI-DAC of Fig. 6 in reverse. The high speed electrical signal is split into spectral slices and down-converted to lower
frequencies in an analog way. The lower-speed slices are then
sampled by lower-speed ADCs.

Summary
The ever increasing demand for more and more data has pushed researchers and developers to explore various techniques to increase
6
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the available bandwidth in order to meet these demands. Here,
we have outlined techniques that push the technological limits to
reach data capacities required in the future. Using ETDM, up to
~1 Tb/s signals can be generated and detected using polarization
multiplexed QAM. Further speed increases require additional
multiplexing, either OTDM or frequency domain multiplexing.
The latter can be done in the optical domain using suerpchannel
techniques and in electrical domain using DBI.
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“A fascinating insight into the struggles to develop the first
liquid crystal flat screens at RCA’s Princeton laboratories.”
—Tim Sluckin, University of Southampton

“The TVs of Tomorrow allows us to peer into the witches’ brew of factors and
figures—corporate impulses and intrigues, the materiality of substances, the
consumptive logics of electronics, laboratory and manufacturing cultures, serendipity
and systemization, and the individuality of chemists, physicists, and engineers—in
which LCD technology emerged at RCA from the 1950s into the 1970s.”
—David C. Brock, Director of the Center for Software History
at the Computer History Museum
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Get to Know your Society Leadership
Tetsuya Kawanishi, Board of Governors Elected
Member 2017–2019
What is your current professional job?
I am a professor of Waseda University in Tokyo, Japan. I also
work for the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT). My main focus is convergence of
radio and optical technologies, such as radio-over-fibers. Now,
I am working on high-resolution radar systems for foreign object debris on airport runways. A field trial at Narita International Airport is now underway, and we are planning another
trial at Kuala Lumpur International Airport through international collaboration with industries, universities and national
research institutes.

Why photonics? What was your
“photonics moment?”
My major was electronics when I was a student at Kyoto
University. I enjoyed learning physics, focusing on basic
science, such as quantum mechanics, Mach’s dynamics, etc.
My PhD thesis was on electromagnetic wave scattering on
random surfaces. The theory includes multiple scattering effects which have relationship with renormalization theory in
quantum dynamics. I could find some new phenomena. One
of them was Brewster’s scattering angle. It was defined as an
extension of the Brewster’s angle on flat surfaces. I tried to
find some new technology that can be used in real business,
so that I submitted a couple of patent applications. It was
very fun for me to see how physics would be connected to actual measurable phenomena, and to real world applications.
However, I thought that it would be very difficult for me to
be a professional scientist and to achieve something new in
basic physics.
When I worked for Panasonic, I was a designer of lens
systems. I could directly see how my lens system worked.
I found that photonics would be attractive for me, because
I felt physics directly, and also I could contribute to real
world. Through my experience at the university, photonics looks well connected to pure physics in addition to real
world applications. When I was an undergraduate student,
one of my friends who was in the department of law asked
me what electrons look like. He was interested in color
and shape of electrons. I told him what we can see is photons. We cannot see anything except photons. He looked
so surprised. He thought he could see all things around
him. Of course, he can, but through photons. It implies
very important point on photonics. Physics clearly explains
behavior of photonics, which can be described precisely by
simple equations. Photon is one of elementary particles,
but it is only one elementary particle which we can directly
see by our eyes. We can directly touch fundamental physics
through photons. Knowledge on photons is very useful to
understand various phenomena in our daily life and also to
8
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develop new technologies for industries. This is the reason
why I like Photonics.

What role does your role
as a BoG Elected Member play?
My role is to provide feedback to management of the Society as a member of Board of Governors. I would like to
convey the voice of members in BoG meetings. I have experience in industry, research institutes and universities.
I also have experience of international standardization activities. Based on my experience, I will try to look what is
going on from various viewpoints. I hope I can find hidden
issues which should be solved to improve future services
for members.

What challenges do you face in your role?
At the BoG meeting, I can see the operation overviews of the
Photonics Society. I realized inclusion and diversity expansion would be the most important issue on which the Society can focus. As a BoG member from Asia-Pacific region, I
would like to know more details about local chapters in this
region and how to address any problems or issues in their
activities.

What do you want to accomplish
as a board member this year?
I would like to make contribution to some new approaches to
increase young members. I am trying to find useful options to
draw young scientists’ attention to the Society. I think the Society may provide some guidance or overview of photonics for
young students in photonics related area. I am also interested
in standardization in photonics based on establishment of new
organization in the Society.
June 2018

What aspects of the Photonics community
as a whole need to be improved? What are
some of the positives?
Photonics plays very important roles in particular applications such as sensing, telecommunication, etc. However, the range of photonics application would be still
narrower than that of electronics. A lot of scientists and
engineers outside electronics area, are learning electronics, which is recognized as one of important skills for
general purposes. I am sure photonics will be popular as
well, for engineers as one of indispensable knowledge for
various applications. The community can provide such
knowledge to people outside photonics area. I hope the
Photonics Society would be popular as a secondary Society
for such engineers and scientists as
well as for those who are in photonics area like me. The system of the
Society could be improved for nonphotonics engineers.

What about our Society’s
mission and work really
motivates you?
The Society’s mission would be to make
international bridges across different
communities, for example, high-school
and industries, basic science and production engineering, etc. The Society can
provide us a lot of experience, opportunities and friends which we do not have in
my own group or university.

Why do you think Members should be involved
as Society volunteers? What are the benefits?
We can learn how the Society works. It should be good chances
to reflect our opinion to the Society management.

Tell us something fun about yourself.
When I was just 12 years old, I got a PC. I wanted to be a programmer. I wanted to make money to purchase a BMW. I completed game programming in a day just after the day I got the
PC. The game was on simulation of general election and published in a monthly journal for PC. I got just a few hundred dollars. Obviously, I could not afford any car at all. But, still now
maybe it was the best program I have ever made. I should make
better one this year.
Professor/Associate Professor/Assistant Professorship in
the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
The Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the Southern
University of Science and Technology (SUSTech) now invites applications for
the faculty position in the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering.
It is seeking to appoint a number of tenured or tenure track positions in all ranks.

Candidates with research interests in all mainstream fields of electrical and electronic engineering
will be considered, including but not limited to IC Design, Embedded Systems, Internet of Things,
VR/AR, Signal and Information Processing, Control and Robotics, Big Data, AI, Communication/
Networking, Microelectronics, and Photonics. These positions are full time posts. SUSTech adopts
the tenure track system, which offers the recruited faculty members a clearly defined career path.
Candidates should have demonstrated excellence in research and a strong commitment to teaching.
A doctoral degree is required at the time of appointment. Candidates for senior positions must have
an established record of research, and a track-record in securing external funding as PI. As a Statelevel innovative city, it is home to some of China’s most successful high-tech companies, such
as Huawei and Tencent. We also emphasize entrepreneurship in our department with good initial
support. Candidates with entrepreneur experience is encouraged to apply as well.

How would you advise
members who want to
become more involved in
the Society?

To apply, please send curriculum vitae, description of research interests and statement on teaching
to eehire@sustc.edu.cn. SUSTech offers internationally competitive salaries, fringe benefits
including medical insurance, retirement and housing subsidy, which are among the best in China.
Salary and rank will commensurate with qualifications and experience.

Your academic activities in the Society, such
as reviewing papers, attending conferences,
would give you precious opportunities to
learn how we can communicate with your
colleagues or people who would be interested in your works. The most important
role of the Society is to provide places for
communications and interactions.

For informal discussion about the above posts, please contact Chair Professor Xiaowei SUN, Head
of Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, by phone 86-755-88018558 or email:
sunxw@sustc.edu.cn.

June 2018

More information can be found at http://talent.sustc.edu.cn/en and http://eee.sustc.edu.cn/en.
Candidates should also arrange for at least three letters of recommendation sending directly to the
above email account. The search will continue until the position is filled.

To learn more about working & living in China, please visit: http://www.jobs.ac.uk/careers-advice/
country-profiles/china.
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Diversity & Inclusion Spotlight
Why You Shouldn’t Shy Away From Diversity Efforts
As an engineer, inclusion is an important part of your job
Look around you. Who do you work
with and see every day? Who is participating in your projects? On the larger
scale, what are the demographics in your
field? How about your industry? How
different are these people from you?
For those of us who are employees
of large, multinational companies with
customers in many countries, we need
to know how best to serve a wide variety of people. We might be charged
with developing engineering products
and services to help solve problems
both in our neighborhood as well as regions far away and vastly different from our own. We will likely have to work with
teams of people, including those from remote locations who
are culturally different. To be effective engineers, we therefore
must work well with diverse groups. But how do we learn to
do that?
Here are some steps you can take:
1) Become aware of your unconscious biases
when forming teams. Think carefully about who
should be on your team. Consider including team
members with diverse backgrounds to make your
group more inclusive. Build teams that give a
voice to everyone.
2) Attend diversity training programs and events on
the topic. Become better educated on diversity issues
and gather resources and information to help you in
this effort.

IEEE Senior Member Arti Agrawal is an associate professor at
the University of Technology, Sydney. She is director of the university’s Women in Engineering and IT program, an associate
editor of the IEEE Photonics Journal and associate vice president of diversity for the IEEE Photonics Society.
10
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Request representation from underrepresented
groups. As a member of an organization like IEEE,
you can ask that members from underrepresented
groups be considered for panels and committees, be
nominated for awards, and more. Your voice carries
weight. Asking leadership to help the organization
diversify will make an impact.
4) Go beyond your network. Widen the pool of candidates by approaching people you normally don’t ask
for recommendations on how to hire or include in a
project, such as women and minority groups.
5) Volunteer for groups that are encouraging diversity. These may include IEEE Women in Engineering
and the IEEE Photonics Society’s Women in Photonics
initiative. You can also get involved in university-led
diversity initiatives to increase the number of women,
minorities, and those from low-income households
studying in STEM fields.
If you serve as a role model in increasing diversity, and are
unapologetic about it, others will follow suit. Opening up to
people unlike you—those whose point of view, life experiences,
and identity are different from your own—is incredibly important to your own worldview and understanding.
In the global world we live in today, there is no “right”
way of doing things. Those from varied backgrounds can help
change the way we think for the better, and help us see the
larger picture and how we can best contribute. New environments also could lead to productive collaborations.
Challenging yourself to go beyond the familiar and deliberately seeking out new ideas and experiences that you otherwise
wouldn’t have will also increase your creativity. Diverse interactions can certainly spark innovation, unique approaches to
problem-solving, and novel concepts for products.
3)
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News
Research & Product Spotlights from OFC 2018
New Study Compares 400G Optical
Transceivers for Next-Generation
Datacenter Networks
Scientists have first analyzed and compared the cost evolution and
power consumption of different 400-gigabit-per-second (400G) optical transceivers, providing guidelines for device vendors and users regarding the best choice high-speed transceivers for next-generation
Data Centers
Technologies like cloud
computing have brought
with them a storm of global
data traffic, eating up large
bandwidths demanded by
applications such as video
streams and online gaming. Studies show up to a 25-percent annual increase in data center interconnect applications, and this
significantly high demand for data processing, computation and
storage in data centers calls for increasingly high-speed optical
transceivers to support growing data centers. Although 100G
and 200G optical interconnects are widely used at present, 400G
optical transceivers are expected to be a fundamental element in
near future for both inter- and intra-Datacenter communications.
Next-generation optical transceivers such as 400G, 800G
or even 1.6T interconnects promise to use less power and be
less expensive, smarter and smaller. To home in on how different designs of 400G transceivers would affect device cost
and power consumption, and how these cost differences would
eventually influence the cost of Datacenter networks, an international research team from Greece, Luxemburg and Spain have
analyzed and compared the cost and power consumption of different 400G transceivers, and for the first time predicted each
transceiver’s cost reduction trend over the next five years using a
mathematical model. The researchers further evaluated the cost
and power consumption of constructing and upgrading the datacenter based on Facebook’s Fabric architecture using different
transceiver-installation technologies, providing cost-effective
and power-efficient connectivity solutions for different sizes of
Datacenters. The team presented their techno-economic evaluation results at OFC 2018 in San Diego, California, USA.
“The 400G-transceiver market is one of the fastest evolving
markets, and our study showed 400G transceivers provide more
significant benefits compared to current generation transceivers
in terms of cost and power consumption. We believe our analysis and evaluation can provide some insights and guidelines
for device manufacturers and users regarding the best choice
of 400G transceivers and the optimal transceiver-installation
approach that can be applied in different Data Centers,” said
Theodoros Rokkas, the primary author of the paper and a scientist working at Athens Information Technology, Greece in the
framework of EU R&D project DIMENSION. and inCITES
Consulting. The other members of the team include: Ioannis
Neokosmidis, inCITES Consulting; Benham Shariati, UniverJune 2018

sitat Poltecnica de Catalunya; and Ioannis Tomkos, Athens Information Technology.
To estimate the total cost of 400G devices, Rokkas and his
colleagues broke the cost into three discrete parts: the cost of
manufacturing the Photonic Engine—a system that uses photonic devices as the main component of an optical transceiver;
the cost of purchasing the electronics, including digital signal
processing (DSP) chips; and the cost for the optical and mechanical packaging of the transceiver module. They calculated the
relative cost of several 400G transceivers based on the cost of a
reference 100G transceiver. The total area of the chip, size of the
wafer, number of devices, number of optical coupling connections and total achieved yield determined the difference in cost.
Similarly, to calculate the total power consumption of each
of the transceivers, the researchers considered the power consumption of the three discrete parts separately. They also predicted the price evolution over the next five years using the
extended learning curve model, a widely used mathematical
function that estimates the future price of components used in
telecommunication networks. According to Rokkas, the trend
over time in device cost reduction is primarily due to technology maturity, and is predicted for the first time.
Rokkas said, “The five types of 400G transceivers we studied are all possible standard options that were examined by
the IEEE P802.3bs technical group. The analysis revealed that
400G transceivers with a lower number of laser sources and
higher Baud rate, i.e. data transmission rate, are superior than
other transceiver types in terms of scaling, cost and power consumption. We expect this advantage to be more prevalent in
the case of next generation transceivers (800G or 1.6T).”
To further understand how different 400G devices would eventually influence the cost and power consumption of Datacenters,
Rokkas’ team conducted a network-wide analysis of Facebook’s
Datacenter Fabric architecture by comparing interconnection scenarios using different 400G optical receiver technologies. They
found that different sizes of Datacenters should employ alternative
400G transceivers to minimize the cost and power consumption.
For example, for small-size Datacenters, the short-range FR4
type of 400G transceiver module, appears to be the best option
considering the less complex fiber infrastructure it requires relative to other types; while for mega-scale Datacenters, a combination using the short-range FR4 type and long-range LR4 type
for different parts of the Datacenters has been demonstrated to
be most promising, cost-effective and power-efficient option.
The next step, according to Rokkas, is to compare different
material platforms used for photonic integration of optical transceivers, such as indium phosphide and silicon photonics, and
evaluate the influence on the device cost and power consumption.
The research team: “Techno-Economic Evaluations of 400G
Optical Interconnect Implementations for Datacenter Networks,”
by Theodoros Rokkas, Ioannis Neokosmidis, Behnam Shariati,
and Ioannis Tomkos.
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Fast, High Capacity Fiber Transmission Gets
Real for Data Centers
Using a bi-directional configuration, engineers at Nokia demonstrated
real-time, high capacity signal transmission suitable for coupling adjacent data centers with current compliance standards
A cutting edge, “offline” signal transmission
mechanism, experimentally
demonstrated just a few
years ago, is now on-line
as a real-time bidirectional
transmission system. At OFC 2018, a research team from Nokia
reported the real-time, bi-directional transmission of 78 interleaved, 400 giga-bit per second (Gb/s) channels with a 31.2 terabit per second (Tb/s) fiber capacity.
At twice the 200 Gb/s standard rate found in most applications, the C-band signals were transmitted over a single,
90-kilometer-long single-mode fiber. Such a high transmission
capacity and rate would offer a particularly attractive capacity
bump to current data center interconnections, where nearby
data centers are coupled together to form a single, larger center.
Fundamentally speaking, there are two ways to go about
increasing a data center’s capacity: either increase the number
of (parallel) fibers through which the data travels, or increase
how much data you transmit through existing fibers. While
the use of additional fibers is a more straightforward approach
(particularly for data centers which usually rent fibers to use),
it is expensive both in price and power consumption.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, there is considerable interest in
finding ways of increasing the transmission capacity of fibers
already in use. As multiplexers (devices that combine multiple
signals into one) and transponders become more sophisticated,
so do the available signal encoding/decoding processes. Current standards for wavelength division multiplexed (WDM)
signals, for instance, can combine up to 96 channels on C band.
The off-line proof-of-principle experiments first demonstrating the high capacity, error-free 400 Gb/s WDM transmission
capitalized on a very high spectral efficiency to boost capacity in
the fiber. While this is not the first real-time implementation of
400 Gb/s channels, it is the first to be successful with an impressive 8 bit per second-per hertz spectral efficiency.
“So far, three different companies have demonstrated a realtime 400 Gb/s transponder over the last three years, but we are
the only ones reporting 400 Gb/s with such high spectral efficiency,” said Thierry Zami, who will be presenting the team’s
work. “The spectral efficiency allows us to provide quite a large
fiber capacity. So, in this case we claim 31.2 Tb/s, but in practice, without the limitations in terms of number of loading
channels in our lab, we could have reached about 38 Tb/s over
whole C band. This is really one of the innovative points.”
In addition to using the real-time, commercially available
transponders, the setup used components that are compliant
with current network standards. After testing the unidirectional transmission configuration, Zami and his team wanted
to further improve the resulting Q2 margins, which represent
the signal to noise power ratio.
“It was important for us to maintain simple amplification,
only based on erbium doped fiber amplifiers, and to use stand12
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ard fibers,” said Zami. “To increase the system margins observed with the unidirectional set up, we could have decided
to make the same unidirectional experiment with slightly
larger channel spacing, for instance. But we said, ‘no’ because
we wanted to remain compliant as much as possible with the
standard grid.”
The team instead developed a bi-directional transmission
set up with the same 90-kilometer fiber, where the even and
odd 400 Gb/s channels, with the same 50 GHz grid spacing,
transmit in opposite directions. For this configuration, they
measured Q2 margins at least twice as large as for the unidirectional version. And because it employed two 100 GHz-spaced
multiplexers to create the 50 GHz channel spacing, unlike
the unidirectional system’s individual 50 GHz multiplexer, it
benefits from wider filtering to exhibit better tolerance to frequency detuning.
Research Paper Reference: 31.2-Tb/s real time bidirectional
transmission of 78x400 Gb/s interleaved channels over C band
of one 90-km SMF span (W1B.5).

The Long and the Short of Transmission
Performance Evaluation
Comparing performance measurement techniques of multiplexed signal
transmissions reveals channel correlation driven differences that depend
on distance and become indistinguishable at transoceanic-scale transmission lengths
If you trust standard
assessment methods of
broadband transmission
performance in real systems, your outlook might
be unnecessarily pessimistic. You might also be
overestimating how much
benefit digital signal processing (DSP) can offer to nonlinearity compensation (NLC)
in the transmission channels. By testing transmitter measurement schemes, engineers from TE SubCom, New Jersey, USA,
demonstrated that differences between performance measurements depends on the transmission distance and choice of DSP
used at OFC 2018 in March.
Whether by taking measurements in a laboratory, designed
to mimic a real transmission system, or in the field to reflect
daily performance scenarios, the reality of what is practical
limits how thoroughly transmission channels can be tested.
According to Jin-xing Cai, who will present the team’s work,
ideal tests of a system’s potential capacity require full loading
of the optical bandwidth, but limitations typically result in
using a single measurement channel or a few odd/even measurement channels. The remaining optical bandwidth is either
loaded with modulated channels or equalized amplified spontaneous emission (ASE).
In order to accurately interpret the implications of these single- or few-channel measurements on the performance of the
whole system, correlations between channels—induced by the
transmitters used—must be accounted for accurately. Recent theoretical and experimental studies showed that insufficient decorrelation among transmitted wavelength-division-multiplexing
June 2018

(WDM) channels could be producing misleading assessments.
This revelation inspired Cai and his colleagues to further investigate the differences between different methods and the impact of
channel correlation.
“In real transmission system[s], there is [a] minimum channel correlation since all user data are random,” said Cai. “Because of the limited number of transmitters used in laboratory
setups, transmission experiments require careful consideration
of channel correlation effects. This kind of channel correlation
could enhance or diminish the nonlinearity induced penalty,
hence lead to results not representative of real transmission system with all random data.”
For channels in the “C” and “L” transmission bands, the
team looked at two measurement schemes. One served as a
reference to compare to the other in which they had reduced
channel correlations by using four independent channels. They
also looked at the impact of NLC, and if compensating for the
nonlinear effects would impact the measurement differences.
To mimic the long distances data travels in real systems, their
testbed consisted of 12 52.8-kilometer fiber spans.
The two schemes demonstrated a number of differences
in their performance assessments. After 634 kilometers of
transmission, the performances as a function of transmitter
pre-emphasis, which is the technique commonly used to vary
the signal’s power, demonstrated different responses to NLC.
When employed, the performance measurements of the two
systems were closer to each other and the benefit from the
NLC use was always greater for the more highly correlated
reference scheme.
Cai and his colleagues also looked at how the assessment
differences trended with transmission distance up to 10,000
kilometers. With no pre-emphasis, higher channel correlation
scheme degrades performance at short distances, but beyond
1,900 kilometers the performance measurements are the same
despite the different correlation levels. They attribute this behavior to the fact that dispersion that accumulates with the distance de-correlates the measurement channel and its neighbors.
The difference in NLC benefits also disappears at the longer distances, meaning all of the modulation formats the group
investigated showed negligible performance dependence on
the channel correlation for transoceanic distances. Cai notes
the implication that more attention may be needed for shorterdistance effects and plans to use other transmission schemes to
investigate them further.
“This work will benefit all experimental work, whether it is
lab measurement or field trial. The paper shows extra attention
are needed for short transmission distance (<2000 km),” said
Cai. “We will use other transmitter loading schemes for more
accurate performance measurements in short distance transmission experiments.”
The research team: “On the Effects of Transmitter Induced
Channel Correlation in Broadband WDM Transmission,”
J. -X. Cai, Y. Hu, A. Turukhin, M. V. Mazurczyk, M. Paskov, H.
G. Batshon, C. R. Davidson, M. Bolshtyansky, and D. G. Foursa.
Press releases from OFC®: Optical Fiber Communication Conference® and
Exposition. OFC is co-sponsored by OSA, the IEEE Communications Society
(ComSoc), and the IEEE Photonics Society.
June 2018

AIM Photonics Detailed Opportunities for
Integrated Photonics-Related Partnerships
During OFC 2018
AIM Photonics-led Technology Information Session to Highlight Updated, State-of-the-Art Process Design Kit, Multi-Project Wafer
Capabilities, in Addition to TAP Facility and Overall Initiative
Updates
The American Institute for Manufacturing
Integrated Photonics (AIM
Photonics), led by the U.S.
Department of Defense, shared integrated silicon photonicsbased research and development updates at OFC 2018. Such
research highlighted the industry-leading photonics Process
Design Kit (PDK), which was recently updated to expand the
comprehensive set of silicon photonics integrated circuit (PIC)
component libraries within SUNY Polytechnic Institute’s
(SUNY Poly’s) process to address high-speed optical communications needs. In addition, AIM Photonics representatives provided information about opportunities to take part in
the initiative’s upcoming, cost-effective Multi Project Wafer
(MPW) runs, among other topics.
“As AIM Photonics’ activity matures with the announcement of the new PDK update which we anticipate will open
the doors to increased partnerships, along with the progress
we have made establishing the TAP facility, for example, we
are thrilled to share our advances with industrial, academic,
and governmental leaders during a number of informational
sessions and at the exhibition during OFC,” said Dr. Michael
Liehr, AIM Photonics CEO and SUNY Poly Vice President of
Research. “AIM Photonics is continually improving on our innovative capabilities to support and empower this burgeoning
industry, and we are excited to see a growing level of interest.”
“The OFC Conference is another chance to announce the
latest and future updates of the original Silicon Photonics PDK
which was launched in 2016. With performance and quality
improvements, the recently updated PDKv2.0b boasts verified
low-loss, high-bandwidth, and low-power performance, enabling fast succession of complex Silicon Photonics Integrated
Circuits and making this a powerful tool for current and future
AIM partners,” said Director of PDK Development at Analog
Photonics, Dr. Erman Timurdogan.
AIM Photonics leaders took part in the following key informational sessions:
• 2018 OIDA Workshop on Scalable Integrated Photonics
for 5G and IoT, a workshop examining the opportunity for
integrated photonics through plenary and invited talks by
leading experts in the field and sponsored by AIM Photonics.
• International Electronics Manufacturing Initiative
(iNEMI) and AIM Academy Presentations, providing
an update on the iNEMI optoelectronics projects and
Integrated Photonic Systems Roadmap (IPSR).
• AIM Photonics: Meeting the Challenges of the Marketplace and Providing Innovative Solutions, moderated by
AIM Photonics’ CMO Frank Tolic, where the latest accomplishments for key projects and the most recent data on
industry leading services, including AIM Photonics’ PDK,
MPW, and the Grand Opening of the initiative’s 300 mm
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wafer integrated photonics TAP facility, were discussed.
Speakers included Dr. Michael Liehr; AIM Photonics Technical Review Board Chairman Dr. Tom Koch; AIM Photonics Corporate Outreach Executive and Vice President
for Test, Assembly, and Packaging Ed White; Development Projects Technical Lead Dr. Nicholas Fahrenkopf;
and Dr. Erman Timurdogan.
• 5th Workshop on Photonic Integrated Circuits at OFC,
sponsored in part by AIM Photonics, featured a presentation by Dr. Timurdogan; this PIC workshop brought
together many of the relevant players independent of material system to provide an in-depth overview that allowed
interested organizations to make the right trade-offs and
get to know key PIC service providers.
As part of this conference, AIM Photonics leaders also shared
updates related to the Test, Assembly, and Packaging (TAP) facility, located in the OPI capital of Rochester, New York. It is
the first and only open access integrated silicon photonics TAP
facility of its kind in the world. Construction has remained on
schedule with offices ready, and its analytical laboratory and
cleanrooms are expected to be complete later this year. To-date,
close to $40 million in state-of-the-art equipment is either on
order or will be ordered, and tool installation and qualification
are expected in the second quarter of this year.
“When we attended the 2017 OFC conference, the excitement about the AIM Photonics TAP initiative was extremely
high. This year, we look forward to sharing the progress that
has been made and how the industry can participate in the opportunities that will soon begin at our world-class TAP facility,” said Ed White. “Our continuing message is that anyone
can participate in this initiative, and we are excited to work
with organizations to enable them to capitalize on the capability that will exist within TAP.”
“Precision plans to utilize AIM infrastructure to further push
the envelope of our technical offerings,” said Precision Optical
Transceivers CTO Bryce Tennant. “We believe that by working
with AIM Photonics and its partners, we will be able to significantly advance our transceiver product line and offer adjacent

components to meet our customer’s needs. Our partnership with
AIM Photonics will ultimately provide better services, systems,
and cutting-edge technologies for our end users.”
“Lockheed Martin envisions significant advantages associated with the use of PICs in military applications,” said Nick
Rhenwrick, AIM Photonics Program Manager, Lockheed Martin Corporation. “PIC technology has the potential to provide
improvements in Cost, Size, Weight, and Power (CSWaP) as
compared to discrete photonic component implementations
similar to the tremendous benefits that have been realized by
electronic Integrated Circuits (ICs).”
As part of the overall AIM Photonics initiative, AIM Academy also hosted an overview of the AIM Photonics Integrated
Photonic Systems Roadmap. The MIT-based AIM Photonics
Academy is focused on building toward addressing the needs
of the high-capacity, data-driven future economy. AIM Photonics Academy brings cutting-edge knowledge for the design and
manufacture of photonic integrated circuits to a broad range
of audiences, from elementary school students to professionals
from multi-national companies, by offering education packages
and programs, internship and summer learning opportunities,
certification training, and more. AIM Photonics Academy is
also building a roadmap to chart the transformative impact of
integrated photonics, as this maturing technology expands and
extends the applications and successes of the electronics industry.
“AIM Photonics is eager to attend OFC to complement the
connections we made at the recent Photonics West conference
in San Francisco,” said Frank Tolic, AIM Photonics Chief Marketing Officer. “Interest in AIM Photonics has been steadily
growing, and we look forward to further informing industry
and other organizations about the work that the initiative is
undertaking to advance this exciting area of research, development, and fabrication.”
Presentations from the OFC Conference are available to be
viewed on AIM Photonics’ website at http://www.aimphotonics
.com/summitpresentations/
Press release from © 2017 SUNY Polytechnic Institute.

IEEE Standard to Rate the Trustworthiness
of News Sites
Automated rating system to analyze factual accuracy, headlines, and more
Reputable news outlets, whether they be traditional newspapers or social media platforms such as Facebook, are looking for
ways to stem the spread of false and misleading articles. The
IEEE Standards Association is trying to help readers detect such
content with its new IEEE P7011 Standard for the Process of
Identifying and Rating the Trustworthiness of News Sources.
The standard will be an open, automated system of easyto-understand ratings, according to IEEE Student Member
Joshua Hyman, chair of the IEEE P7011 working group. He
says the standard will score a representative sample of articles
14
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by analyzing a variety of factors including the headline, the
organization’s use of retractions, bias, factual accuracy, and native advertising—paid content written to look like a journalistic piece.
The news outlet will receive a rating in the form of a letter
grade, telling readers just how trustworthy the source is, he says.
The goal is to inform the consumer as to the quality of the news
purveyor, not fact check an article like Snopes, for example.
Hyman is in charge of vendor relations at the University of Pittsburgh, where he is pursuing a master’s degree
June 2018

The rating system will give the news site a letter grade, using the traditional A through F rating most people are familiar
with from school. This will help the reader see that an article is
from a site that has a good, bad, or average reputation. Ideally,
what we hope to do with this standard is to slow down or stop
the viral spread of misinformation. The random sample-set of
articles will inform the grade, and new articles will be sampled
on a regular basis to create a moving average.

What industries is this Rating System
Targeting?

in public policy. The IEEE P7011 project is based on his research article, “Addressing Fake News: Open Standards and
Easy Identification,” which is available in the IEEE Xplore
Digital Library.
The Institute asked Hyman about how the rating system
would operate, concerns about censorship, and preventing bias.

How Will IEEE P7011 work?
At a very high level, the standard will look at a news purveyor’s
content, presentation, and policies. It will check five aspects:
the factual accuracy of the information being presented, misleading headlines (better known as clickbait), utilization of
retraction policies, whether there is bias and whether there is
a clear distinction between advertisements and news articles.
It will not analyze every article—that would be too big a
task. Instead, it would analyze a random selection to provide a
standard baseline.
Detecting language bias is easy to automate. For example,
the system would look at the number of times an article includes
phrases like claimed, versus stated. There are also text analytics
that detect bias. The working group will develop data sets for this.
The standard will also examine link networking—essentially what’s linking to what. This can help us develop a measurement for accuracy.
Some degree of fact-checking could also be automated. Fact and
truth are not necessarily the same thing. You can evaluate a fact as
true or false, but the presentation of the fact can change whether
it’s truthfully presented. Something can be taken out of context or
omitted, and that can affect how information is presented.
With regard to misleading headlines, the system can conduct a textual analysis of what a headline says, versus what
kind of word sets are used in the article. There are sensationalized headlines that don’t have anything do with the article’s
content. That’s when you have to ask: Is this purveyor’s website just trying to get you to click on a headline for the sake
of clicks, or because the headline is pertinent or informative?
To some extent, the analysis of advertisements also can be automated. We’ve seen a lot more native advertisements than ever
before. These often are pro-industry articles written by a company that has a special interest, but it’s not always clear to the reader
that it’s a paid advertisement masking as a journalistic piece. The
system can look at how the pages are coded or look for keywords
that inform the reader they’re looking at an advertisement.
June 2018

Social media platforms, like Facebook, and search engines,
like Google. But it’s also going to include news outlets,
like The New York Times and Fox News. These companies
are welcome to be members of the working group so they
could help build some of the language sets, which will continue to evolve. It is our hope that media platforms will
adopt the standard.

Why is IEEE interested in
developing such a standard?
An IT solution is what’s needed to solve this problem, and
it can’t be done by a government or private company. In the
United States, that would be a First Amendment issue, and
impractical in the current political climate. It also can’t be
solved by private companies, because there is always going to
be some aspect of distrust.
That leads us to a nonprofit, non-political institution that is in
the technology space. IEEE is the largest and most respected one of
these organizations. What we are trying to do is restore a semblance
of trust in news-sharing sites and the institution of journalism.

What Barriers Prevented the
spread of misinformation in the past?
There has been “fake news” since before the Internet was created, but we are seeing a completely new level with social media in the past 10 years and the development of the Internet
over the past 30 years.
The barriers that existed before involved physical capital. A
newspaper was not cheap to operate. The very nature of such
a large investment meant that the news enterprise could not
afford to appeal to only fringe ideologies. Now someone with a
laptop using WordPress software can publish articles for what
would have cost a fortune in the past.
In the United States, we have claims of “fake news” being
issued by the highest office in the country. There are political
arguments being made based on inaccurate information. News
is being manipulated by foreign agents. It’s come to the point
where every search engine and social media giant is scrambling
to figure out a way to deal with it. The problem has become
different, larger, and much more significant.

Isn’t it possible that this standard
could lead to censorship by the
Working Group Members?
This standard isn’t designed to block or censor anyone. The
goal is to evaluate and present an analysis of a news purveyor’s
site so people have some idea of who’s telling them what.
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Currently readers are expected to research the article themselves to verify whether the information is factual, or make sure
there are multiple sources cited. But it’s an unrealistic expectation for the average person, who may not have the time, motivation, or skill set to do that research.
For example, we already have websites, like Angie’s List,
to rate contractors we want to hire. We should have something similar that tells us whether the news organization
is reputable.

How would the Working Group Prevent Bias
from creeping into the code?
It’s a completely open standard—anyone can join the working
group. The idea is that everyone will be able to see how these decisions are being made and provide input. We want to get a diverse set
of opinions to avoid political bias. Also, the standard will continue to
evolve, so any bias that might creep in would eventually be removed.
© Copyright 2018 IEEE The Institute—March 2018 Issue; Photo: iStockphoto

U.S. National Photonics Initiative Updates
Consolidated Spending Bill Includes Significant Funding Increases for Key Research and Development Accounts
The National Photonics
Initiative (NPI) commends the
passage of H.R. 1625, the Consolidated Appropriations Act
of 2018, an omnibus spending
bill that increases United States
federal funding for research
and development in several key
agencies and departments.
Edward White, Chair of the
National Photonics Initiative
Steering Committee, and Vice
President Test, Assembly and
Packaging for AIM Photonics,
said the funding increases are
essential for continued innovation in the photonics space.
“The increased support for federal research projects in the omnibus spending bill is welcome news for the scientific research
community,” said White. He added, “Optics and photonics—
the science and application of light—has broad applications that
can be utilized throughout the government in areas including
manufacturing, medicine, and national security. The members
of NPI will continue advocating for meaningful federal investments in photonics research as a way to expand innovation, competitiveness and economic and opportunity, particularly in the
areas of energy and defense.”
H.R. 1625 includes a 3.9 percent funding increase for the U.S.
National Science Foundation, an 8.7 percent increase for the U.S.
National Institute of Standards and Technology, an 8.7 percent
increase for the National Institute of Health and an 8.7 percent
increase for the U.S. Department of Defense Science and Technology account. Particularly significant increases were included for
the Office of Science (16.1 percent) and Advanced Research Project Agency (15.5 percent) within the U.S. Department of Energy.

ness of photonics and the impact of photonics on our everyday
lives; increase cooperation and coordination among US industry,
government and academia to advance photonics-driven fields; and
drive US funding and investment in areas of photonics critical to
maintaining US economic competitiveness and national security.
The initiative is being led by top scientific societies including the
American Physical Society (APS), the IEEE Photonics Society, the
Laser Institute of America (LIA), The Optical Society (OSA) and
SPIE, the International Society for Optics and Photonics.
For more information visit www.lightourfuture.org.

National Photonics Initiative Mourns the
Passing of Rep. Louise Slaughter
The National Photonics Initiative (NPI) is mourning the passing of U.S. Rep. Louise Slaughter (D-N.Y.), who was a longtime advocate for photonics research. As a scientist herself,
Slaughter fully appreciated the impact of the science and research community on the nation’s ability to innovate and grow.
Slaughter was integral in establishing the American Institute for Manufacturing Integrated Photonics (AIM Photonics) and played an important role in ensuring collaboration
between industry, academia and government. Edward White,
chair of the National Photonics Initiative Steering Committee, and vice president of Test, Assembly and Packaging for
AIM Photonics, said Slaughter was tireless in her support of
her district and the optics and photonics industry.

Photo Credit: Rochester Institute of Technology

National Photonics Initiative Commends
Passage of Omnibus Spending Bill

About the NPI
The National Photonics Initiative (NPI) is a collaborative alliance among industry, academia and government to raise aware16
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White said, “In her long tenure in Congress, Louise Slaughter had an impact on many initiatives. However, her impact on
the optics and photonics industry has been notable. Whenever
we met, she was always encouraging about the work we were
doing. Her legacy will live on for many years.”
“Louise Slaughter was a champion for Rochester, N.Y.,
for optics and photonics and for science and engineering,
among her many achievements,” said Elizabeth Rogan, The
Optical Society (OSA) CEO. “We’re saddened with the news
of this loss, but grateful for all she accomplished for our

community through her many years of effective and tireless
leadership.”
“Trained in both microbiology and public health, Louise
was a progressive, active and vocal advocate for our field, most
recently speaking out against the proposal to close Rochester’s
Laboratory for Laser Energetics,” said SPIE CEO Eugene Arthurs. “Most of all, it was a deep honor and pleasure to interact
with Louise. She had a warm, vivacious personality, a sharp
mind and a canny wit. On a personal level, for many people,
she will be greatly missed.”

OFC 2018, the largest global conference and exposition in optical communications and networking, wrapped in March with
an impressive and stimulating week in San Diego, CA. The
conference showcased the latest innovations in the field, with
more than 15,500 attendees, 700+ exhibitors from 65 countries, and over 850 peer reviewed technical sessions.
The only global event where attendees witness the innovation behind the technology that powers communications today, OFC has been on a steep growth trajectory over the last
three years, increasing in overall square footage by 44% and
experiencing a 21% growth in exhibitors and attendees.
“Optical advancements in 5G, next-gen optical transport,
multi-layer optical internetworking, open transport hardware/
software and disaggregation led many discussions this week
during OFC–in ground-breaking research presented, technical workshops, product launches and in the plenary addresses
from industry visionaries,” said Martin Birk, Lead Member of
Technical Staff, AT&T Labs, USA, and a General Chair of OFC
2018. “OFC is the industry’s stage to present, debate, launch
and demonstrate the innovations driving applications including AI and connected vehicles that are on the cusp of changing
the world in which we live.”
June 2018
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OFC 2018 Wraps in San Diego with Major
Announcements in Data-center Connectivity,
5G and More

Attendees engaging with the poster session particpants and presenters on the show floor.

Technical sessions addressed the very latest groundbreaking
optical innovations, data-center connectivity, 5G-oriented optical networking, quantum communication and cloud computing, and the application of artificial intelligence and machine
learning in optical networks.

Innovations in Optics
The foremost researchers presented industry leading technical
peer-reviewed papers, including:
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Ethernet Alliance Program panel.

Market Watch panel on V Software Innovations.

OFC 2018 showcased the latest innovations in the field with
more 700 exhibitors from 65 countries

Photo Credit: OFC
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Crowd at the Challenges in 5G Symposium.

The Long and the Short of Transmission Performance Evaluation—Comparing performance measurement techniques of
multiplexed signal transmissions reveals channel correlation
driven differences that depend on distance and become indistinguishable at transoceanic-scale transmission lengths. By
testing transmitter measurement schemes, engineers from TE
SubCom, New Jersey, USA, demonstrated that differences between performance measurements depends on the transmission
distance and choice of DSP used.
IBM Reveals a Novel Energy-saving Optical Receiver with
a new Record of Rapid Power-on/off Time—Based on complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (COMS) technology, a
group of researchers from IBM Research in Zurich, Switzerland,
together with a consortium working under the EU-funded
project “ADDAPT,” have demonstrated a novel optical receiver (RX) that can achieve an aggregate bandwidth of 160 Gb/s
through four optical fibers. This is not only the fastest data
transmission speed to date, but the newly developed optical
receiver also features the link power-on/off functionality and
can wake-up and achieve phase-lock in eight nanoseconds, the
shortest switch time in record.
New Study Compares 400G Optical Transceivers for NextGeneration Datacenter Networks—To hone in on how different designs of 400G transceivers would affect device cost
and power consumption, and how these cost differences would
eventually influence the cost of datacenter networks, an international research team from Greece, Luxemburg and Spain
have analyzed and compared the cost and power consumption
of different 400G transceivers. For the first time, they pre18
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dicted each transceivers cost reduction trends over the next
five years using a mathematical model. The researchers further
evaluated the cost and power consumption of constructing and
upgrading the datacenter based on Facebook’s Fabric architecture, using different transceiver-installation technologies and
providing cost-effective and power-efficient connectivity solutions for different sizes of datacenters.
Fast, High Capacity Fiber Transmission Gets Real for Data
Centers—A cutting edge, “off-line” signal transmission mechanism, experimentally demonstrated just a few years ago, is now
on-line as a real-time bi-directional transmission system. A research team from Nokia reported the real-time, bi-directional
transmission of 78 interleaved, 400 gigabit per second (Gb/s)
channels with a 31.2 terabit per second (Tb/s) fiber capacity.

Exhibit Floor Programming
Communications executives, including global network operators and thought-leaders, converged during the Market
Watch programming to discuss the latest application topics
and business issues in the field of optical communications. The
Network Operator Summit, a one day program, supplied professionals from equipment manufacturers to component manufacturers with the inside perspective from service providers and
network operators, as they discussed how their requirements
may impact the future of the industry.

Global Exhibits
More than 700 global organizations, including established
global brands and industry start-ups, used this year’s event
June 2018

to launch and demonstrate new products and innovations on
350,000 square feet of exhibit space.
Organizations participating in OFC 2018 include: Arrayed
Fiberoptics Corporation, ATOP Corporation, Cicor Group,
Ciena, Coriant, Corning Incorporated, Cisco Systems, EFFECT
Photonics, Finisar, Fujitsu Optical Components, Global Communication Semiconductors, Inc.; Huawei Technologies, Infinera, Juniper Networks, Liverage Technology, Inc., Lumentum, Mellanox Technologies, Mitsubishi International, Nokia
and more. Technologies on display include network and test
equipment, optical transport systems and optical component,
fiber cables and specialty fiber manufacturers.
Major global companies including ATOP, ColorChip, Huawei and Xilinx showcased products and solutions in 5G, WDM
Transport Network (WTN), submarine optical fiber and data
center technologies.

About OFC
The Optical Fiber Conference and Exposition (OFC) is the largest global conference and exposition for optical communications
and networking professionals. For more than 40 years, OFC has
drawn attendees from all corners of the globe to meet and greet,
teach and learn, make connections and move business forward.
OFC includes dynamic business programming, an exposition
of more than 700 companies, and high impact peer-reviewed
research that, combined, showcase the trends and pulse of the
entire optical networking and communications industry. OFC
is managed by The Optical Society (OSA) and co-sponsored
by OSA, the IEEE Communications Society (IEEE/ComSoc),
and the IEEE Photonics Society. OFC 2019 will be held 3–7
March, San Diego Convention Center, California, USA. Follow
@OFCConference, learn more OFC Conference LinkedIn, and
watch highlights OFC YouTube.

Professor Ben Eggleton Appointed Director
of Sydney Nano
Professor Ben Eggleton, IEEE Fellow, has been
appointed as the new director of the University of Sydney Nano Institute. As director,
Eggleton will set the future course of Sydney
Nano, building on the strong foundations that
have been established during the institute’s
first two years.
“I am incredibly excited about this new
role and thrilled that the University has asked
me to lead this wonderful new institute,” said
Professor Eggleton, who is currently the director of the Centre for Ultrahigh Bandwidth
Devices for Optical Systems (CUDOS).
“Sydney Nano will change the direction of
Australian science—nanoscience will impact on both fundamental research and the very fabric of our society. I look forward to reaching out across the whole University and building the large-scale, cross-disciplinary collaborations that
are needed to achieve this global impact.”
Eggleton, who will take up the position on 1 May, succeeds
Professor Susan Pond, who stepped into the directorship in
early 2017, initially for 12 months.
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) Professor Duncan Ivison
thanked Professor Pond for her leadership and vision. Congratulating
both Professors Pond and Eggleton, Professor Ivison said: “Sydney
Nano has achieved so much since its launch just two years ago. It
has become an exemplar of our commitment to multidisciplinary
research and education. Under Ben’s leadership, we will expand
our work with colleagues across the University to make it one of
the most successful nanoscience and technology institutes in the
world.”
Sydney Nano is one of 10 multidisciplinary initiatives
identified in the 2016–20 Strategic Plan that bring researchers
June 2018

from across the University together to solve
grand challenges.
Launched in April 2016, Sydney Nano is a
world-leading environment for scientists, engineers, medical researchers and the University community to discover and harness knowledge at the nanoscale for the benefit of society.
Sydney Nano is based at the purpose-built
$150 million Sydney Nanoscience Hub, with
reach into all our faculties and schools.
Its work supports a wide range of activities,
including sustainable approaches to energy
generation, storage and distribution; globally
recognised work on quantum computing; improved detection, diagnosis and treatment of disease; robotics;
work at the frontiers of materials science and engineering; and
developing the next generation of information and communication technology.
Eggleton has been an ARC Laureate Fellow and founding
director of the ARC Centre of Excellence for Ultrahigh Bandwidth Devices for Optical Systems (CUDOS).
His groundbreaking research into nanoscale optical waveguides underpins novel applications in telecommunications,
quantum technologies and sensing. An alumnus, Eggleton
completed his undergraduate and PhD studies at Sydney. He
held several roles in industry, including at prestigious Bell
Laboratories in the USA, where he was director of photonics
devices research, before joining the University again in 2003
as professor of physics.
Since then, he has received more than $54 million in
research grants while at the University, most recently an
ARC Linkage grant announced in February to develop advanced technologies to enhance satellite communications,
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Sydney Nanoscience Hub at the University of Sydney.

radar systems and surveillance capabilities for defence, as
well as lay the groundwork for future fifth-generation wireless communications.
Eggleton is one of the most highly cited academics at the
University, with an h-index of 65 (Web of Science) and is the
author or co-author of more than 460 journal publications. He
has won several prizes, including NSW Scientist of the Year
for Physics and Astronomy, the Eureka Prize for Leadership

Researchers David Marpaung, Benjamin Eggleton, Yang Liu
and Amol Choudhary pointing at a thumbnail-size chip being
evaluated in the broadband microwave test-bed, inside the Sydney Nanoscience Hub.

in Science, and a Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Excellence for
Outstanding Research.
Eggleton is a fellow of both the Australian Academy of
Science and the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences
and Engineering. He also co-director of the NSW Smart Sensing Network.
Press release from © 2018 The University of Sydney
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Careers and Awards
Ieee Photonics Society—Call For Nominations
2019 John Tyndall Award
This award, which is jointly sponsored by the IEEE Photonics Society, the Optical Society, and is endowed by Corning, Inc., is presented to a single individual who has made
outstanding contributions in any area of lightwave technology, including optical fibers
and cables, the optical components employed in fiber systems, as well as the transmission systems employing fibers. With the expansion of this technology, many individuals have become worthy of consideration. Nomination deadline is 10 August, 2018.

2019 Young Investigator Award
The Young Investigator Award was established to honor an individual who has made
outstanding technical contributions to photonics (broadly defined) prior to his or her
35th birthday. Nominees must be under 35 years of age on Sept. 30th of the year in
which the nomination is made. Nomination deadline is 30 September, 2018.

Please visit the new on-line awards platform to submit your nomination.
https://ieee.secure-platform.com/a/page/society_awards/ieeephotonicssocietyawards

Distinguished Lecturer
Selection for 2018–19
The IEEE Photonics Society Distinguished Lecturer Program
was designed to honor excellent speakers who have made technical, industrial or entrepreneurial contributions to the field of
photonics and to enhance the technical programs of the IEEE
Photonics Society Chapters.
Chapters may request Distinguished Lecturers to p resent
at chapter meetings, chapter-related events or technically
co-sponsored conferences organized by a chapter. Lecturers are selected each term (July 1–June 30) with some lecturers extending
for a second term.
We are pleased to announce the slate of Lecturers for the
2018–19 term:
Liam Barry, Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland
Brian Cunningham, University of Illinois, USA
Vinod Menon, City College & Graduate Center of CUNY,
New York, USA
Hiroki Takesue, NTT Corporation, Japan
David Ting, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, USA
Ken-Tye Yong, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
For more information regarding the Distinguished Lecturer
Program, including instruction on how to contact a current
or future DL, please visit the Photonics Society website:
www.PhotonicsSociety.org
June 2018

Blue Sky Instruments, LLC
Agilent Tunable Laser Repair

Blue Sky Instruments, LLC info@blueskyinstruments.com
Visit us at ECOC 2018, Booth 117
Located in Massachusetts, Blue Sky Instruments repairs and sells
Agilent tunable laser modules. We have been in business for 10
years and pride ourselves on building genuine relationships along
with exceeding customer expectations.
Contact us for all your Agilent tunable laser repair needs.
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The IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology—
Best Paper Award
This award is given annually by the Journal’s
Steering and Coordinating Committee to the
top-cited original papers published in the
Journal two to three years prior to the award.
As such, the award given in 2017 takes into account all original papers published in the Journal of Lightwave Technology in 2015. A variety of citation metrics and databases are used
by the Committee to determine the winner.
Please join us in congratulating the 2017
winners!
Erik Agrell
Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden
Replacing the Soft-Decision FEC Limit Paradigm
in the Design of Optical Communication Systems
Alex Alvarado
Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands
Replacing the Soft-Decision FEC Limit Paradigm in the D
 esign of
Optical Communication Systems
Polina Bayvel
University College London, UK
Replacing the Soft-Decision FEC Limit Paradigm in the Design of
Optical Communication Systems

Robert Maher
Infinera Corp, USA
Replacing the Soft-Decision FEC Limit Paradigm in the D
 esign of Optical Communication
Systems
Jim A. Tatum
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers
Deepa Gazula
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future
Data Centers
Luke A. Graham
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers
James K. Guenter
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers
Ralph H. Johnson
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers

Domaniç Lavery
University College London, UK
Replacing the Soft-Decision FEC Limit Paradigm in the Design of
Optical Communication Systems

Jonathan King
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers

Jim Tatum, Chris Kocot, Roman Shubochkin, and Durgesh Vaidya

Alex Alvarado, Robert Maher, Domaniç Lavery and Erik Agrell
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Chris Kocot
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future
Data Centers

Kasyapa Balemarthy
OFS, India
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers

Gary D. Landry
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future
Data Centers

Roman Shubochkin
OFS, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers

Ilya Lyubomirsky
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future
Data Centers

Durgesh Vaidya
OFS, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future
Data Centers

Andrew N. MacInnes
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers

Man Yan
OFS, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers

Edward M. Shaw
Finisar, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers

Frederick Tang
Broadcom, USA
VCSEL-Based Interconnects for Current and Future Data Centers

“Nick” Cartoon Series by Christopher Doerr
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Membership
Member Spotlights
Nader Engheta, University of Pennsylvania
Nader Engheta, IEEE Fellow, has been selected as the
recipient of the 2018 IEEE
Nanotechnology Council
Pioneer Award in Nanotechnology, with the citation:
“For his transformative
contributions to the nanoscience and nanotechnology
of photonic metamaterials
and for the development of
optical nanocircuits”
Engheta is known for
founding the field of optical
nanocircuits (“optical metatronics”) and his pioneering development and contributions to this field, which has merged the
fields of nano-electronics and nano-photonics. He is also known
for developing epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) materials with near zero
electric permittivity. Through this work he has opened many
new frontiers, including optical computation at the nanoscale
and scattering control for cloaking and transparency. Engheta’s
work has far reaching implications in various branches of materials science, optics, microwaves, and quantum electrodynamics.
His current research activities span a broad range of areas
including photonics, metamaterials, nano-optics, graphene
optics, electrodynamics, imaging and sensing inspired by eyes
of animal species, microwave and optical antennas, and physics and engineering of fields and waves. He has received several awards for his research including the 2017 William Streifer
Scientific Achievement Award from the IEEE Photonics Society, the 2015 Gold Medal from SPIE, the 2015 Fellow of
US National Academy of Inventors (NAI), the 2014 Balthasar
van der Pol Gold Medal from the International Union of Radio Science (URSI), the 2017 Beacon of Photonics Industry
Award from the Photonics Media, the 2015 Vannevar Bush
Faculty Fellowship Award from US Department of Defense,
the 2012 IEEE Electromagnetics Award, the 2015 IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society Distinguished Achievement
Award, the 2015 Wheatstone Lecture in King’s College London, the 2013 Inaugural SINA Award in Engineering, 2006
Scientific American Magazine 50 Leaders in Science and Technology, the Guggenheim Fellowship, and the IEEE Third
Millennium Medal.

Can Bayram, University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign
Can Bayram, IEEE Senior Member, has been selected as the
recipient for the 2018 IEEE Nanotechnology Council Early
Career Award, with the citation:
“For seminal contributions to III-V quantum devices and
their hetero-integration on silicon and graphene platforms
through nanotechnology.”
24
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Professor Bayram is a
leader in the design, growth,
and fabrication of III-V
quantum devices. He has
engineered novel quantum
structures that have enabled
the development of LEDs,
lasers, photodetectors and
solar cells covering the spectral range from deep ultraviolet to terahertz. This
work includes the growth
of cubic phase GaN on nanopatterned silicon, and the
invention of GaN-on-Graphene technology that enables the production of low defect wafer-scale GaN-based devices on inexpensive and reusable substrates.

Mike Krames, Arkesso LLC.
Mike Krames, President of
Arkesso LLC of Palo Alto,
CA and Austin, TX, has
been awarded the distinction
of IEEE Fellow. Dr. Krames
is recognized for leadership
in gallium-nitride (GaN)
based light-emitting device
(LED) physics and its commercialization. GaN devices
have transformed the lighting and display industries
and have become mainstream in daily life through
their use in homes, automobiles, and mobile devices.
“It’s an honor to be recognized by IEEE and fellow peers,
and to take a moment to acknowledge the impactful work from
the fantastic teams I had the pleasure of leading over the years.”
Dr. Krames led technology teams at Hewlett-Packard Co.,
Lumileds, Philips, and Soraa before forming his own firm,
Arkesso, in 2015. In the course of over two decades his leadership resulted in advances that would enable several LED product “firsts,” including automotive headlamps, true replacements
for directional halogen lamps, and high-color-gamut flat panel
displays. In addition to many commercial achievements, Dr.
Krames’ work led to fundamental improvements in the understanding of GaN-based device physics, including identifying
Auger recombination as the main cause behind the otherwise
mysterious “efficiency droop” observed for LEDs at high drive
currents. While at Soraa, Dr. Krames pioneered a new LED
platform, GaN-on-GaN technology, which resulted in what is
the world’s most efficient high-power, visible-spectrum LED.
Dr. Krames is a recognized world authority on LEDs and
their applications for lighting and displays. He has served on
June 2018

n umerous roundtables and panels for the U.S. Department of Energy and Basic Energy Sciences, and is Chair of the SPIE Photonics West Conference on Light-Emitting Diodes. Dr. Krames has
over 80 peer-reviewed publications and more than 100 granted
U.S. patents, and has served on several boards of directors/advisors. He earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering (High Honors) from University of Texas, Austin, and
Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy degrees in Electrical
Engineering from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
“It’s an honor to be recognized by IEEE and fellow peers,
and to take a moment to acknowledge the impactful work from
the fantastic teams I had the pleasure of leading over the years,”
said Dr. Krames.

Clint Schow, University of California
at Santa Barbara
Clint Schow has been recognized with the elevation of
IEEE Fellow. Schow, a professor of electrical and computer
engineering at University
of California at Santa Barbara, focuses his research on
integrating photonics and
electronics, developing hardware that can translate the
information between photon
and electron, between optical
fiber and wire. He was cited
by IEEE for “contributions
to high-bandwidth optical interconnects,” which will accelerate the development of higher-performance computers and data
centers that can accommodate the growing flood of data.
Schow earned his B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in electrical
engineering from the University of Texas at Austin. In 1999,
Schow joined IBM in Rochester, MN, assuming responsibility for the receivers used in IBM’s optical transceiver business.
From 2001 to 2004, he was with Agility Communications
in Santa Barbara, CA, developing high-speed optoelectronic
modulators and tunable laser sources.
In 2004, Schow joined the IBM T.J. Watson Research
Center in Yorktown Heights, NY, and became manager of the
Optical Link and System Design group in 2011. He has led
numerous international R&D projects and has directed DARPA-sponsored programs spanning chip-to-chip optical links,
VCSEL and Si photonic transceivers, nanophotonic switches,
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and new system architectures enabled by high-bandwidth,
low-latency photonic networks. In 2015, Schow joined the faculty of the University of California at Santa Barbara.

Women in Photonics IEEE Summer
Topicals Grantees
The IEEE Women in Photonics initiative has established a
student and young professionals travel grants program to encourage early career participation from women members at
the 2018 Summer Topicals Meeting, taking place in July in
Waikoloa, Hawaii.
Grants, of $2,500 USD, have been awarded to (4) notable women students who have expressed interest in photonics
technology and pursuing careers in photonics research and/or
industry. The grant funds were intended to be used for travel,
lodging expenses and registration to the IEEE Summer Topicals
Meeting. Each grantee will also participate in a special “Mentoring Up” social event and a “Mentor Match” program, designed to help the students expand their professional networks
while at the conference, gain personalized career insights, and
receive guidance from senior professionals in photonics.

Tabassom Hamidfar, Concordia University
Tabassom Hamidfar, Ph.D.
student, works within the Bianucci Research Group at Concordia University in Quebec,
Canada. The group’s research is
mostly based on optical microresonators, microscopic structures that can maintain light
confined within them. The
team interrogates using optical
fibers (that have been tapered
to a diameter comparable to
the wavelength of near-infrared
light) and free-space lasers.
Hamidfar, specifically, focuses on the fabrication and characterization of surface nanoscale axial photonics microresonators. She was a finalist for the best student paper award at
IPC 2017 for the title, ““Surface Nanoscale Axial Photonics
(SNAP) at the Silica Microcapillary with Ultrathin Wall.”
Other grantees of mention:
• Clara Canon, Industrial University of Santander, Colombia
• Yesenia Marie Rivera-Lopez, University of Puerto Rico
• Charusluk Viphavakit, University of Limerick, Ireland
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Dr Simon Poole Recognized as Officer of the Order
of Australia
Earlier this year, Dr Simon Poole, Photonics
Society Board of Governors Elected Member,
was recognized as Officer (AO) in the General
Division of the Order of Australia for “distinguished service to science in the field of
photonics research and development, as an academic, and to the telecommunications industry through advisory roles and board memberships.” The Order of Australia is an order of
chivalry established on 14 February 1975 by
Elizabeth II, Queen of Australia, to recognize Australian citizens and other persons for
achievement or meritorious service.
Dr Poole is an engineer/entrepreneur with
over 30 years experience in photonics in research, academia and
industry. He has been involved in start-ups in both Academia
and Industry for the majority of this time and is renowned
both for his contribution to the technology of photonics as
well as the companies he has founded. Recently, he has been
instrumental in bringing the Photonics Society more into the
industry space.
After gaining a 1st Class Honours degree in Electrical and
Electronic Engineering at Nottingham University in the UK
1979, Dr Poole worked as an electronic design engineer for
several years then returned to University in 1981 to study for
a PhD, this time at Southampton University. During his PhD
work he developed the first techniques to manufacture and characterise rare-earth-doped fibers and was a member of the team
that invented the Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier, one of the key
enablers of current photonic communication systems. He was
also fortunate to be involved in two of the earliest University
spin-off companies, York Technology and York VSOP Ltd (now
Fibercore Inc) which emerged from the research group at Southampton.
Moving to Australia in 1988 he founded the Optical Fiber
Technology Centre (OFTC) at the University of Sydney and,
subsequently, the Australian Photonics CRC. During his fulltime research career, which spanned 1981 to 1995, he published over 150 refereed papers in journals and international
conferences as well as 7 patents, including the initial patent on
the Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA).
In 1995 Dr Poole left Sydney University to start a spinoff company, Indx Pty Ltd to manufacture Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) using technology initially developed within the
Photonics CRC. At the end of 1997, Indx was acquired by
Uniphase Corporation (subsequently JDS Uniphase and now
Lumentum) for $US6m, and subsequently grew to over 300
people with exports of over $100m pa, making it one of the
most successful divisions within JDSUniphase worldwide.
Dr Poole left JDSUniphase in late 2000 and worked as a
venture partner with KPLJ Ventures—a VC firm founded by
Kevin Kalkhoven, the former CEO of JDSUniphase where he
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acted as a technical and market advisor analysing potential investee companies.
In September 2001 he founded Engana Pty
Ltd with Dr Steve Frisken, and as CEO he oversaw the raising of $13M in VC funding, the
development and launch of Engana’s marketleading Dynamic Wavelength Processor line of
Wavelength Selective Switches in early 2005
and the subsequent sale of Engana to Optium
Corporation in March 2006. As General Manager of the former Engana organisation, now
called Optium Australia, from March 2006 to
January 2008, he managed the transition of the
company from an R&D organisation of around
20 people to a fully-fledged manufacturing company with over
120 employees, as well as participating in Optium’s successful
IPO on NASDAQ in October 2006. In August 2008 Optium
merged with Finisar and the Sydney organisation is now Finisar
Australia, a company with 220 employees in Sydney and a similar number in manufacturing in China.
In 2008 Dr Poole started a new group within Finisar, the
New Business Ventures Group which aims to generate new,
high value businesses based on both existing technologies
within Finisar and also those it can bring in from outside.
Using the principles of Open Innovation, the first business
within New Business Ventures worked with the University
of Sydney to develop what is now the WaveShaper range of
programmable optical filters for optical test and measurement
applications. Additional businesses have now been built in
optical signal analysis, and componentry for Optical Coherence Tomography.
Dr Poole was elected as a Fellow of the IEEE in 2001 for
work leading to the development of the erbium-doped fiber
amplifier and is also a Fellow of the Institute of Engineers Australia (FIEAust), and the Australian Academy of Technological
Sciences and Engineering (FTSE).
His contribution to innovation and entrepreneurship has
been recognised through a number of awards including; the
Warren Centre (Sydney University) Australian Innovation
Hero in 2010, the 2011 NSW Pearcey Medallist for his contribution to the development of the ICT industry in Australia,
the Institute of Engineers Australia (Sydney) Entrepreneur of
the Year in 2010, the prestigious Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering’s Clunies Ross Award in
2013 and the Charles Todd Medal by the Australian Telecommunications Society in 2016.
Dr Poole was an IEEE Distinguished Lecturer for 2012–13
and 2013–14, lecturing on “Confessions of an Entrepreneur:
30 years of Photonic Start-ups”, which was also featured as an
IEEE Photonics Society webinar in December of 2017.
Congratulations to Dr. Poole and best wishes for his continued accomplishments and service.
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Constance Jui-Hua Chang-Hasnain Elected to
National Academy of Engineering
Constance Jui-Hua Chang-Hasnain, John
R. Whinnery Distinguished Chair Professor in
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
University of California, Berkeley has been
elected to the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) for contributions to wavelength
tunable diode lasers and multiwavelength laser arrays.
NAE has elected a total of 83 new members
and 16 foreign members, according to NAE
President C. D. (Dan) Mote, Jr. This brings
the total U.S. membership to 2,293 and the
number of foreign members to 262 as of 7 February 2018. Election to the National Academy
of Engineering is among the highest professional distinctions
accorded to an engineer. Academy membership honors those
who have made outstanding contributions to “engineering research, practice, or education, including, where appropriate,
significant contributions to the engineering literature” and to
“the pioneering of new and developing fields of technology,
making major advancements in traditional fields of engineering, or developing/implementing innovative approaches to engineering education.”
Individuals in the newly elected class will be formally inducted during a ceremony at the NAE’s annual meeting in
Washington, D.C., on 30 September, 2018. A list of the newly
elected members and foreign members follows, with their

p rimary affiliations at the time of election and
a brief statement of their principal engineering
accomplishments.
Professor Chang-Hasnain’s research interests range from semiconductor optoelectronic devices to materials and physics, with
current foci on nano-photonic materials and
devices for chip-scale integrated optics. She
has been honored with the Quantum Device Award (2014), IEEE David Sarnoff
Award (2011), the OSA Nick Holonyak Jr.
Award (2007), the IEEE LEOS William Streifer Award for Scientific Achievement (2003),
and the Microoptics Award from Japan Society
of Applied Physics (2009). Additionally, she has been awarded
with a National Security Science and Engineering Faculty Fellowship by the Department of Defense (2008), a Humboldt
Research Award (2009), and a Guggenheim Fellowship (2009).
She is a member of the US Advisory Committee to the International Commission on Optics, National Academy of Sciences and Skolkovo Foundation Scientific Advisory Council. She
served on the National Research Council Committee on “Optics
and Photonics: Essential Technologies for Our Nation”; US Air
Force Scientific Advisory Board; Board on Assessment of NIST
Programs, National Research Council; IEEE Photonics Society
Board of Governors, and OSA Board of Directors. She was the
Editor-in-Chief Journal of Lightwave Technology 2007–2012.

Photonics outreach at the University
of Southampton
By Matthew Posner, 2017 Chair University of Southampton IPS SBC
The University of Southampton (UoS) IEEE Photonics Society
(IPS) student branch chapter (SBC) has a strong tradition of
running diverse outreach activities for young people and the
public. The SBC collaborates with institutional and external
partners to enhance the visibility of photonics and the disciplines of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM), measuring the impact of new activities and sharing
best practices within the community.
Photonics is a “key-enabling technology” (EU commission, 2009), yet there is a recognized skills shortage and lack of
awareness of the field outside of the community. The UoS IPS
SBC is working towards strategically addressing this shortage.
Members of the SBC have the opportunity to work within wellestablished outreach education programs, such as the Lightwave
Roadshow (Proc. 97932V, ETOP 2015) or the Light Express
(www.lightexpress.soton.ac.uk); through these, the “Light AmJune 2018

bassadors” engage with many different people on photonics
through laser shows or hands-on workshops in schools, festivals,
science fairs, as well as in non-traditional environments.
The program ambassadors are driven by the desire to expand
the appeal of photonics to people who are under-represented in
STEM subjects, such as women and people from lower-income
backgrounds. Finding these non-traditional audiences is challenging and the SBC has developed partnerships to achieve this.
For example, the SBC has collaborated with the UoS Outreach
Department’s Widening Participation program to target students
who may not have otherwise engaged with a higher education
establishment. This partnership has enabled the SBC to engage
with 582 students aged 6-14 years during the summer of 2017
to discover photonics sciences. Through hands-on classes, with
a strong emphasis on experimentation to experience optical
phenomena, the SBC outreach a mbassadors aim to teach pupils
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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A child’s artistic impression of “What does a scientist look like?”
after an experimental hands-on workshop: “There’s no reason
they would look different to anybody else unless they were in a
experiment.”

Developing cost efficient methods for the fabrication and display of holograms through SBC collaboration with EU-funded
PHABLABS project.

about photonics concepts, including, but not limited to, telecommunications, reflection and the electromagnetic spectrum.
Underlying these activities are the objectives to broaden pupils’ perspectives and behavior towards careers in photonics and
providing a source of enjoyment in science classes. The impact
on the students and teachers is measured using paper or online
quizzes to assess learning, enjoyment and change of attitude.
The SBC has spearheaded activities targeting groups underrepresented in STEM disciplines, particularly women. The
team of 25 dedicated and diverse ambassadors serve as role
models to inspire the next generation of STEM professionals. Since 2017, the SBC ambassadors have worked with 191
young girls and influencers to promote careers for women in
dedicated events, including holding a stand at Southampton’s
largest indoor shopping center as part of the celebrations of the
2017 International Women’s Day. Stand visitors completed a
survey, and the results showed that all respondents were more
or equally as likely to recommend studying Physics and Optics to a friend or family member after their conversation with
the ambassadors. Another way the University of Southampton is engaging people with photonics is through a EU project
known as PHABLABS (www.phablabs.eu). The project aims to
train the next generation of technicians in holographic sciences
with the use of inexpensive equipment. The SBC are working alongside outreach professionals, artists and technicians to
develop teaching material and cheap activities to make this
accessible and maximize the impact of the activity.

The SBC has sought opportunities to share their experiences and efforts in best practice through engagement with the
larger photonics and STEM community. In September 2017,
with funding from an IPS Activity Grant and the University
of Southampton, 20 students and researchers attended the first
INTERACT symposium on outreach and engagement to share
the activities, best practices and evaluation methods used in
the program.
Alex Jantzen, 2017 UoS IPS SBC co-chair and senior outreach
ambassador reflects on the program’s impact: “The secret sauce of
our outreach is communication. Not just with school children,
but with teachers, science communicators, outreach professionals,
public engagement heroes, academics, grant holders, the general
public, external partners, policy makers, other universities, other
student chapters and the science community at large. You must
have these conversations at conferences, at symposiums, over tea,
at networking sessions, after meetings. Find out what works for
them, what they need and figure out how to engage with them
to develop ideas that work for everyone involved. This positive
diverse engagement is what we have found lays the tracks for a
strong pathway to impact.”
The UoS will present photonics outreach and public engagement activities at the 2018 International Symposium on Display Holography, Aveiro, Portugal (25–29 June) and the 2018
Optics Education and Outreach Conference, San Diego, CA
(22–23 August). For more information, contact Matt Posner,
m.posner@soton.ac.uk, or visit www.orc.soton.ac.uk/outreach.
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“Bringing STEM to Light” at OFC 2018
Teacher instruction course and informative STEM session for photonics professionals

their future. Another IEEE program mentioned was the IEEE
Teacher In-Service Program (TISP). TISP provides a forum for
IEEE volunteers to demonstrate the application of STEM concepts by sharing their real world experiences with local preuniversity educators and afterschool program instructors.
Curtis Burrill, Director of Outreach Programs for the OSA,
also shared STEM-related resources, such Optics4Kids, that allow users to find interactive optics and photonics activities as
well as “Ask a Scientist” questions.
During the “Lunch & Learn”, Eric Meyer, Assistant Director of Education at the Fleet Science Center, gave a talk on the
value of STEM Ecosystems. As project lead of the San Diego
STEM Ecosystem, he described how national-wide ecosystems
have been built on over a decade of research and have led to
successful STEM collaborations. The ecosystems seek to nurture
and scale effective STEM learning opportunities for all young
people. Launched in Denver at the Clinton Global Initiative, the
STEM Funders Network STEM Learning Ecosystems Initiative

Teachers participated in Laser Classroom hands-on activities on
the principles of white light and refraction/reflection with optical lenses.

Naresh Chand, IEEE Photonics AVP of Chapter Relations, participating in the morning, hands-on STEM session to see how
various Laser Classroom lessons can be used at a larger scale.
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The IEEE Photonics Society and The Optical Society (OSA)
hosted a day-long STEM Outreach Session at the Optical Fiber
Communication Conference (OFC) on Sunday, March 11, 2018.
Over 100 conference attendees and teachers shared resources on
how to enable more young minds to become enthused about
STEM, how companies can better support teachers and how best
to reach underrepresented students in underserved communities.
In the morning, a “Bringing STEM to Light” teacher instruction course, sponsored by Laser Classroom, was conducted
for more than 50 pre-university teachers. The in the afternoon,
the session included a STEM Outreach “Lunch & Learn” with
guest speakers from the San Diego STEM Ecosystem and UC
San Diego CREATE.
Colette DeHarpporte, Founder of Laser Classroom, led the
teacher instruction with a simple kit and some basic activities.
She worked through understanding the basics of light, color,
shadows, reflection, and refraction. The hands-on activities
offered easy to digest science content and engaging activities
designed to build teachers’ comfort and confidence with light
and optics.
The UC Santa Barbara Student Chapter also participated as
volunteers, showcasing their Family Ultimate Science Exploration (FUSE) program. FUSE is conducted 5–10 times per year
at local middle schools and the 2 original activities the chapter
devised were “Light Pipes”, explaining fiber optics and waveguides, and “Color Mixing”, how we see color. The students
also lead a “School for Scientific Thought” program, which is a
5-week high school course on photonics.
IEEE Photonics went on to share tools like IEEE TryEngineering, a resource for students, parents and their teachers,
over the session. Lauren Mecum, Community Outreach & Development Manager, explained how the IEEE TryEngineering
portal helps young people better understand what engineering means, and how an engineering career can be made part of
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Local San Diego pre-university teachers participating in the “Bringing STEM to Light” morning session.
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Warren Jin, of the UCSB Student Chapter, answering “What
causing a rainbow?” during the pre-university teacher Q&A.

forms a National Community of Practice with expert coaching
and support from leaders such as superintendents, scientists,
industry and others. Fifty-six communities, selected from across
the United States, compose the national Community of Practice.
Alberto “Beto” Vasquez, Academic Preparation Specialist
of UC San Diego CREATE, followed with a talk titled, “Unlocking Ingenuity & Potential: Creating Equitable Learning
Environments.” Vasquez explained why creating equitable
learning environments at schools or in the workplace is evermore important. Encouraging degrees and supporting careers
in STEM could address diversity disparities in these fields and
simultaneously challenge cultural & socioeconomic expectations. However, there are multiple facets that contribute to our
ability to move the needle effectively.
Vasquez’s talk touched on the opportunities we have as individuals that contribute to the success of underrepresented

individuals in STEM; whether in education or industry. He
discussed a variety of techniques and things to consider when
working with underserved populations that can bolster a sense
of belonging, validation and ultimately the engagement of
underrepresented individuals. Techniques discussed, include:
creating a culture of collaboration (on and off campus); encouraging summer research programs, internships & conferences
to underserved students; increasing exposure to professionals
from similar backgrounds (alumni); encouraging students/staff
to become mission-centered; and developing a relationship of
trust and mutual respect between s tudents/staff.
Within UC San Diego CREATE, there is also a STEM Success Initiative. This initiative is a visionary collective effort
linking UC San Diego faculty, staff and students and the San
Diego education community in a shared effort to support K-20
STEM education in the region. CREATE emphasizes how
STEM skills are more necessary than ever today, and STEMrelated jobs will employ many of today’s young San Diegans;
however, many students currently “leak” out of the K-20 education pipeline in STEM. The initiative explores, with hundreds of partners, how UC San Diego can leverage its resources
to help create local opportunities for students and teachers.
To Learn More About the Programs Mentioned, Visit:
• IEEE TryEngineering: http://tryengineering.org
• IEEE Pre-University Resources: https://www.ieee.
org/education/preuniversity
• UC Santa Barbara FUSE: http://csep.cnsi.ucsb.
edu/programs/fuse
• San Diego STEM Ecosystem: http://www.rhfleet.org/
stem-ecosystem
• UC San Diego CREATE: https://create.ucsd.edu
• Laser Classroom: http://laserclassroom.com
• Optics4Kids: https://www.optics4kids.org

Inaugural Suzanne R. Nagel Lounge Launched
at OFC 2018
The lounge provided an inclusive space for conference attendees to discuss topics on
diversity and inclusion
The IEEE Photonics Society, and co-sponsors The Optical
Society (OSA) and IEEE Communications Society (ComSoc),
organized an inaugural Suzanne R. Nagel Lounge at the Optical Fiber Communications Conference (OFC). The lounge was
named in honor of the first woman chair of OFC. Nagel held
the position in 1985, was the first woman president of the
IEEE Photonics Society and a board member of the Women in
Engineering Program Advocates Network. As a fellow of both
The Optical Society and IEEE Photonics Society, Nagel used
her visibility to help create mentoring opportunities for other
women in science.
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This lounge at OFC served as a dedicated, networking space
offering attendees the opportunity to meet colleagues, explore
new business opportunities and participate in talks that focused on improving gender equity in optical communications.
Attendees participated in over 18 micro professional development sessions throughout the week dedicated to topics
ranging from resume writing and best practices in publishing
to gender equality and inclusion issues.
On Tuesday, specifically, Lynn Nelson, of AT&T Labs, kicked
the lounge off with an “Are You My Mentor? Lessons Learned
from Informal Mentorships” talk, Darlene Corrubia, of Common
June 2018
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Doug Razzano, Associate Executive Director of the IEEE Photonics Society, addressing the benefits of journal reviewing, associate editing and publishing with the IEEE.

Priya Sundararajan, of Cisco, giving a talk on “Relevant Teaming at
a Distance.”

Women from academia, industry and government alike networking
in the lounge during open social hours.

Gabriella Bosco, of Politecnico di Torino, Italy, presenting on “How
to Steer Your Research Direction”.

Volunteers met one-on-one with students to critique resumes
and review career options in optical communications field.

Agenda, spoke on “Navigating The Mens’ Club” and Aleksandra
Boskovic, of Corning, gave a talk on “Tips and Tricks to Own
Your Career”. That afternoon volunteers also gave participants
one-one-one, career advancement advice, resume critiques and
job search tips.
The lounge on Wednesday was dedicated to talks around
the benefits of journal reviewing, associate editing and publishing to how volunteerism is an effective career development

tool. Priya Sundararajan, of Cisco, correspondingly gave a
standing room only talk on “Relevant Teaming at a Distance.”
She offered leadership techniques how foster close communication and strategies on creating collaborative mindsets, which
help cross space, time-zones and often cultural boundaries.
Intermittently throughout the week there was open networking times, participants received professional headshots and partook in senior member/fellow drives for both the IEEE and OSA.
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Lynn Nelson, of AT&T Labs, kicked the lounge off with an “Are
You My Mentor? Lessons Learned from Informal Mentorships” talk.
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On Thursday, talks continued, such as “Carving Your Career
Path” by Caroline Connolly, of OptoTest, “How to Steer Your
Research Direction” by Gabriella Bosco, of Politecnico di Torino,
Italy, and “Social Media for the Job Search” by Rebecca Anderson,
of the OSA, and Katie Agin, of the IEEE.

The Suzanne R. Nagel Lounge also included “Industry Inspires Equality” raffle, where attendees were encouraged to visit and network with companies dedicated to best practices in
gender equality and diversity. The companies that participated
were: Foxconn, OptoTest, Cisco and IIV-I Optical Systems.

IEEE Author Center: Where You Publish Matters
Nearly a third of the world’s technical literature in electrical engineering, computer science, and electronics is published by the IEEE.
Whether it’s simplifying your writing workflow, finding the right publication for your research,
or depositing your data, the IEEE Author Center can help you
benefit from IEEE as a publisher, through every stage of the
publishing process.
Visit the IEEE Author Center for tips and resources on
what happens after your article is accepted for publication, including: How to Read Your Article Proof; the Potential Article Processing Charges; IEEE Editorial Style Manuals; and a
Checklist for Article Production.
In the center, you can easily format your articles with an
IEEE Article Template. There are article templates to help you
prepare a draft of your article for peer review. Templates help
with placement of specific elements such as the author list in
addition to providing guidance on stylistic elements such as
abbreviations and acronyms. Select the appropriate template
from the list provided and if you don’t see your targeted publication listed, use the Transactions templates.
The IEEE LaTeX Analyzer is another tool offered. This is
an online service built to assist authors with validating their
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LaTeX article packages. The tool
provides detailed results for uploaded LaTeX packages, along with
a resource for correcting any LaTeX
issues, if needed. The IEEE LaTeX
Analyzer can be used at any time, with one ideal use being
prior to peer review article submission. Validating LaTeX article packages prior to submission helps to ensure the fastest
possible speed to publication.
The IEEE Author Center also includes an IEEE Reference Preparation Assistant and Author Lab within IEEE Collabratec. The “Reference Preparation Assistant” is an automated tool for use by authors to validate references against both
the IEEE Xplore and Crossref databases in order to ensure successful on-line linking.
Furthermore, the IEEE Collabratec, a cloud-based hub for
scholarly collaboration, integrates authoring and productivity tools. Save time creating your article by using tools offered
within the platform to organize, store and classify content. You
can produce your own personal online library as well as integrate tools that allow you to generate bibliographies and easily
manage your references.
To learn more about the IEEE Author Center, visit:
ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org
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#groupivphotonics2018

15th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON

GFP2018

29-31 AUGUST 2018
CANCUN, MEXICO

GROUP IV PHOTONICS

MILOS POPOVIC, CO-CHAIR
BOSTON UNIVERSITY, USA
CHRIS DOERR, CO-CHAIR
ACACIA COMMUNICATIONS, INC., USA

www.IEEE-GFP.org
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#RAPID2018

2018

22-24 AUGUST

RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS OF PHOTONICS IN DEFENSE

HILTON SANDESTIN BEACH GOLF RESORT
MIRAMAR BEACH, FL, USA

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
DR. RICHARD JOSEPH

CHIEF SCIENTIST OF THE US AIR FORCE
GENERAL CHAIRS
Jeffery Allen, Ph.D. (Air Force Research Laboratory)
Monica Allen, Ph.D. (Air Force Research Laboratory)

www.IEEE-RAPID.org

26th INTERNATIONAL
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER CONFERENCE

ISLC 2018
HILTON SANTA FE HISTORIC PLAZA
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, USA

General Chair
Kent Choquette
University of Illinois, USA
Program Chair
Paul Crump
Ferdinand-Braun-Institut, Germany

ieee-islc.org

16 -19 SEPTEMBER

#IPC2018

31st Annual
Conference of the
IEEE Photonics Society

IPC

2018

30 SEPTEMBER - 4 OCTOBER
HYATT REGENCY RESTON
RESTON, VA, USA

General Chair
Amr Helmy, University of Toronto
Members-at-Large
Nikola Alic, University of California San Diego
Zetian Mi, University of Michigan
Program Chair
Carmen Menoni, Colorado State University

www.IEEE-IPC.org

#AVFOP2018

AVFOP2018
AVIONICS AND VEHICLE FIBER-OPTICS AND PHOTONICS CONFERENCE

13-15 NOVEMBER 2018

CROWN PLAZA PORTLAND DOWNTOWN
PORTLAND, OREGON, USA

Chris Ward, General Chair
Georgia Tech Research Institute, USA
Rob Nelson, Program Chair
Air Force Research Laboratory, USA

www.IEEE-AVFOP.org
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IEEE Photonics Society Co‐Sponsored Events
2018
ICLO

4 - 8 June
2018 International Conference Laser Optics
St. Petersburg, Russia
http://www.laseroptics.ru

PVSC

10 - 15 June
2018 45th Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference
Waikoloa Village, Hawaii
www.wcpec7.org

IE

OMN

29 July - 2 August
2018 International Conference on
Optical MEMS and
Nanophotonics Lausanne,
Switzerland
http://omn2018.epfl.ch

201

ECOC

IEEE Photonics Society Co‐Sponsored Events
2018
ICTON / SWP

1 - 5 July
20th International Conference on
ICLO
Transparent Optical
Networks and 10th
4
8 June Conference
Sub-Wavelength Photonics
2018 International
Conference
Bucharest,
RomaniaLaser Optics
St.
Petersburg,
Russia
www.itl.waw.pl/pl/icton2018
http://www.laseroptics.ru

OECC

2 PVSC
- 6 July
- 15 June
2018 23rd10
Opto-Electronics
and
2018 45th Photovoltaic
Specialists
Communications
Conference
Seogwipo
City,Conference
Korea (South)
Waikoloa Village, Hawaii
http://www.oecc2018.org
www.wcpec7.org

WIO

23 - 27 September
2018 European Conference on
Optical Communication
Roma, Italy
www.ecoc2018.org

SBFoton IOPC
8 - 10 October
OMN
2018 SBFoton
International

29 July
- 2 August
Optics and
Photonics
Conference
2018Aguas
International
Conference
de Lindoia,
Brazil on
Optical MEMS and
http://www.sbfoton.org.br/
Nanophotonics Lausanne,
Switzerland
http://omn2018.epfl.ch
MWP
22 - 25 October
2018 International Topical
ECOC Photonics
Meeting on Microwave
23
27
September
Toulouse,
France
2018
European Conference on
http://www.mwp2018.org
Optical Communication
Roma, Italy
www.ecoc2018.org

ACP

16 - 19 July
ICTON / SWP
2018 17th Workshop
on Information
1Optics
- 5 July
20th International
Conference on
Quebec, Canada
Transparent
Optical Networks and 10th
http://wio2018.copl.ulaval.ca/
Sub-Wavelength Photonics Conference
Bucharest, Romania
www.itl.waw.pl/pl/icton2018

26 - 29 October
2018 Asia
Communications
and
SBFoton
IOPC
Photonics
Conference
8 - 10 October
China
2018 Hangzhou,
SBFoton International
http://www.acp2018.net/
Optics and Photonics Conference
Aguas de Lindoia, Brazil
http://www.sbfoton.org.br/

18 - 20 July
2018 IEEE Seventh
OECCInternational
Conference on Communications
and
2 - 6 July
Electronics
2018 23rd
HueOpto-Electronics
City, Vietnam and
Communications
Conference Seogwipo
www.icce-2018.org
City, Korea (South)
http://www.oecc2018.org

5 - 9 November
2018 International
MWPConference on
Numerical
22 - 25Simulation
October of
Optoelectronic
Devices
2018 International
Topical
Kong, China
MeetingHong
on Microwave
Photonics
http://www.nusod.org/2018/
Toulouse, France
http://www.mwp2018.org

ICCE

WIO

16 - 19 July
2018 17th Workshop on Information
Optics
Quebec, Canada
http://wio2018.copl.ulaval.ca/

ICCE

18 - 20 July
2018 IEEE Seventh International
Conference on Communications and
Electronics
Hue City, Vietnam

NUSOD

ACP

26 - 29 October
2018 Asia Communications and
Photonics Conference
Hangzhou, China
http://www.acp2018.net/

NUSOD

5 - 9 November
2018 International Conference on
Numerical Simulation of
Optoelectronic Devices

T
S

C

IEEE OMN 2018

CALL FOR PAPERS

2018 International Conference on Optical MEMS and Nanophotonics
29 July - 2 August 2018, Lausanne, Switzerland

OMN 2018 LAUSANNE
welcomes original technology, science and application papers
in the following areas:
Optical MEMS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optical Scanners and Micromirrors
Micro-Optical Systems for Imaging
Microactuators for Optical Devices
Adaptive and Tunable Optics
Telecommunications Devices
Spatial Light Modulators

•
•
•
•
•
•

Optofluidics
Tunable Filters
Microspectrometers
Microphotonics
Optical MEMS Sensors
Cavity Optomechanics

•
•
•
•
•
•

Optomechanical Oscillators
Optical Micro- and Nanocavities
Tunable Micro- and Nano-Devices
Biomedical Micro-Optical Devices
MOEMS Fabrication Technologies
Packaging and Integration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nanoscale Sources and Emitters
Photonic Crystals
Quantum Photonic Devices
Quantum Dot Photonics
Quantum Phenomena
Nanoscale Light-Matter Interactions
Nano-Biophotonics

Photographs © EPFL, Alain Herzog, 2017

Nanophotonics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nanoplasmonics
Metamaterials and Metasurfaces
Nanophotonic Materials
Nanofabrication
Nanophotonic Displays
Nanophotonic Storage
Nanoparticles Photonic Devices

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photonic NEMS
Flatland Photonics
Integrated Photonics
Silicon Photonics
Diamond Photonics
Photonic Nanowires
Waveguides

General Chair:
Niels Quack (EPFL)

Optical MEMS Program Chair:
Yves-Alain Peter (Polytechnique Montréal)

Organizing Committee:
Christophe Moser (EPFL), Herbert Shea (EPFL)

www.omn2018.org

Nanophotonics Program Chair:
Hans Peter Herzig (EPFL

Photonics in Switching
and Computing
www.cyprusconferences.org/psc2018

19-21 September 2018 / Limassol, Cyprus
OVERVIEW

COMMITTEES

Photonics in Switching and Computing addresses all aspects
of optical interconnected network architectures, optical
(sub-) systems, optical components and devices, and network
management and control plane for telecom, datacom and
HPC networks.

General Co-Chairs

TOPICS

Program Co-Chairs

1
2
3
4

Optical Switching Technology & Devices
Optical Switching Functions & Building Blocks
Optical Networks & Systems
Photonics in Computing Systems

SPEAKERS
Plenary Speakers
• Dr. Mike Haney, Program Director, Advanced Research
Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E)
• Prof. Yoshihisa Yamamoto, Professor, E.L. Ginzton
Laboratory of Stanford University & National Institute of
Informatics, Tokyo, Japan
• Dr. Andrew Rickman, Founder, CEO and Chairman
Rockley Photonics
• Dr. Ashok Krishnamoorthy, Chairman and CEO,
Axalume Inc

Optical Networks & Communication Systems Committee Chair
• Nicola Calabretta (TU/e Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, Netherlands)
Optical Switching Functions & Building Blocks Committee Chair
• Dan Marom (Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel)
Optical Switching Technology & Devices Committee Chair
• Ryo Takahashi (NICT, Japan)
Photonics in Computing Systems Committee Chair
• Marc Taubenblatt (IBM TJ Watson Research Ctr, Yorktown Heights, NY, USA)

Local Organizing Committee Chair
• Georgios Ellinas (University of Cyprus, Cyprus)

Local Organizing Committee
• Kyriacos Kalli (Cyprus University of Technology, Cyprus)
• Christos Themistos (Frederick University, Cyprus)
• Konstantinos Manousakis (University of Cyprus, Cyprus)

Workshops Chair

Tutorial Speakers

• Dimitrios Klonidis (Athens Information Technology (AIT) Center, Greece)

• Prof. Andrea Meloni, Politecnico di Milano
• Prof. Salvatore Spadaro, Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya
• Prof. Vladimir Stojanovic, UC Berkeley, USA

Publications Chair

ORGANIZING INSTITUTION

• Dr. Konstantinos Manousakis (University of Cyprus, Cyprus)

IMPORTANT DATES

Established in 1989, UCY admitted its ﬁrst students in 1992. It
was founded in response to the growing intellectual needs of
the Cypriot people, and is well placed to fulﬁl the numerous
aspirations of the country.

•
•
•
•
•

VENUE

CONTACT US

The University of Cyprus

St. Raphael
Resort

42

• Stavros Iezekiel (University of Cyprus, Cyprus)
• Ioannis Tomkos (Athens Information Technology (AIT) Center, Greece)
• Katsuyuki Utaka (Waseda University, Japan)
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Contributed Papers submission by 17 June, 2018
Notiﬁcation of acceptance 16 July, 2018
Author registration deadline 31 July, 2018
Workshops and Special Sessions 19 September, 2018
Main Conference 20-21 September, 2018

Academic Matters
Prof. Georgios Ellinas
Tel.: +357 22 892273
Email: gellinas@ucy.ac.cy

Conference Arrangements

Easy Conferences
Tel.: +357 22 591900
Email: info@easyconferences.eu
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Publications

Announcement of an IEEE/OSA
Journal of Lightw ave Technology Special Issue on:

Guided Lightwaves For Sensors & Measurement Systems:
Advanced Techniques and Applications
Submission Deadline 16 July 2018
Publication: May/June 2019
This special issue is organized by the IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Society. It aims to highlight the advancement of
guided lightwaves in the applications to sensors, instrumentation and measurement. The scope includes, but is not limited to the
followings:
•

Sensors and instruments for industrial and clinical applications including
o
physical, chemical, medical and biological applications
o
environmental monitoring
o
structural health monitoring

•
•
•
•
•
•

Instrumentations for optical fiber communication applications
Novel concepts and techniques for the measurement of physical, chemical, medical and biological parameters
Micro- and nano-scale sensors
Multiplexing and distributed sensor networking
High speed instrumentation and measurement system
Sensor fusion and big data

On behalf of the Guest Editors and the Editor-in-Chief, we encourage you to submit your paper to the journal. Typically, these
papers are 15 pages for the tutorial reviews, 7 pages for invited papers, and 7 pages for the regular papers. Mandatory page
charges of $260USD per page are enforced in excess of 7 pages with accepted papers posted online within 1 week of author final
file upload
The Guest Editors for this issue are: Dr. Gaozhi (George) Xiao, National Research Council of Canada; Prof. Tuan Guo, Jinan
University, China; Prof. Luigi Rovati, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Italy; Prof. Zuyuan He, AE of JLT, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, China.
Submissions by website only: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt-ieee
Manuscript Type: “IEEE-IMS 2018”
Submission questions: Doug Hargis, Journal of Lightwave Technology d.hargis@ieee.org
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Announcement of an IEEE/OSA
Journal of Lightw ave Technology Special Issue on:

Imaging and Illumination with Optical Fiber
Submission Deadline 1 August 2018
Publication: May/June 2019
The IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology (JLT), a Hybrid Open Access and Co-Sponsored publication presents a forum for authors to publish a
cluster of papers in a Special Issue on imaging and illumination applications of optical fiber. Optical fibers have been used for decades to deliver
information, images and more simply as point light source, with applications in the military, commercial, and scientific fields. However, recent advances
in the areas of Illumination (light delivery and generation) and Imaging using optical fibers has fueled a significant level of research activities in this area
with applications related to the medical, sensing and consumer applications. The purpose of this issue of JLT is to document the current status in this
field through a collection of original and invited papers and tutorials.
Relevant topics include, but are not limited to:
Medical Applications of Fibers such as:
•
Endoscopy
•
Optical Coherence Tomography
•
Light treatment delivery
•
Biocompatible optical fibers
Fiber based light Sources and delivery systems:
•
White light generation through super-continuum sources
•
High brightness illumination (e.g. laser-illumination for endoscopic surgery)
•
Illumination and accent lighting with scattering fibers
•
Tunable or swept fiber sources
Imaging
•
•
•
•
•

using:
Random media such as multimode fibers and Anderson localized fibers
Fibers and fiber bundles, dual core fibers, hollow core fibers, etc.
Phase separated fibers
Spectrally encoded imaging through fibers
IR/Mid-IR fibers for sensing and spectroscopy

On behalf of the Guest Editors and the Editor‐in‐Chief, we encourage you to submit your work for inclusion in this Special Issue. Accepted papers will
appear in the May/Jun 2019 hardcopy issue with accepted papers posted online within one week of author final file upload. Mandatory page charges of
$260.00 per page are enforced for Original Contributions in excess of 7 pages and in excess of 10 pages for Invited Papers. Tutorial presenters will be
invited to write articles that are up to 16 pages in length. The same mandatory fees apply to each Tutorial paper in excess of 16 pages.
The Guest Editors for this issue are Aleksandra Boskovic, Corning, Joel Carpenter, University of Queensland, Eric Buckland, Bioptigen , Ayman
Aburaddy, CREOL
Submissions by website only: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt-ieee
Manuscript Type: “IIOF”
Submission questions: Doug Hargis, Journal of Lightwave Technology d.hargis@ieee.org
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Announcement of an I EEE/ OSA

Journal of Lightw ave Technology Special I ssue on:

Photonic Networks and Devices
Submission Deadline: 29 October 2018
Publication: April 2019

The special issue addresses the challenges and enabling technologies for high-performance future optical networks. This
encompasses ultra-high capacity transmission systems, flexible and scalable data center architecture and networking solutions,
advanced fiber- and free-space optical network infrastructure, and cutting edge network management paradigms leveraging on
SDN/NFV.
The scope includes:

•

Network control and management
o Software-defined networks and network function virtualization (SDN/NFV)
o Machine learning approaches for advanced network management
o Network control and orchestration
o Network performance monitoring and analytics
o Optical white box systems for deeply programmable networks

•

Technologies, components, systems and interconnects for Data Centers and High Performance Computing
o Optical networks to support inter data center communication and cloud applications
o Disaggregated Data Center and HPC architectures, algorithms and protocols
o Resource provisioning schemes for intra- and inter-datacenter communication
o Cost effective and energy efficient devices for on-chip and chip-to-chip interconnects

•

Network design and operations
o Optical network architectures and protocols for metro, access and backbone networks
o Optical routers and switches, including ROADM, WSS, cross-connects and optical packet/burst switching
o Energy efficient and sustainable optical networks
o Resilience and security of optical networks
o Techno-economic studies

•

Advanced high-capacity transmission systems and enabling technologies
o Transmission systems with record capacity
o Methods to achieve multi-terabit capacity networking
o Point-point transmission or shared bus/tree topologies, burst transmission
o 5G transport networks and convergence applications
o Advanced optical modulation formats

•

Future networks
o SDM-based network applications, network elements and unique applications using the spatial dimension
o Free-space optics for short- and long-reach applications including balloon and drone-aided communications
o Devices and systems enabling quantum networking

June 2018
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This will be an open call for papers, in addition to paper solicitation at the OSA Photonic Networks and Devices (NETWORKS’18)
meeting, part of the Advanced Photonics Congress to be held at ETH Zurich, Switzerland, 2-5 July 2018. The meeting will include
workshops on hot topics in this area.
On behalf of the Guest Editors and the Editor-in-Chief, we encourage you to submit your paper to the journal. Typically, these
papers 18 pages for the tutorial reviews, 10 pages for invited papers, and 7 pages for the regular papers. Mandatory page charges
of $260USD per page are enforced in excess of 7 pages. This paper would appear in an upcoming JLT special issue titled "Optical
Networks Supporting White Boxes and Inter-operability" Target 2018 May issue with accepted papers posted online within 1 week
of author final file upload.

Guest Editors: Nicolas Fontaine (Nokia Bell Labs), Marija Furdek (KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden), Werner Klaus
(NiCT, Japan), Nick Parsons (Hubert+Suhner Polatis, United Kingdom) and Domenico Siracusa (Fondazione Bruno Kessler,
Italy)

Submissions by website only: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt-ieee
Manuscript Type: “Networks”
Submission questions: Doug Hargis, Journal of Lightwave Technology d.hargis@ieee.org
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Metamaterial Photonics and Integration
Submission Deadline: August 1, 2018
Hard Copy Publication: May/June 2019
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of Metamaterial Photonics
and Integration. The purpose of this issue of JSTQE is to highlight the recent progress and trends in nanostructured engineered optical
material, with an emphasis on integrated photonic structures. The topic generally encompasses controlling flow of light in optical materials with
properties engineered at subwavelength scale. Much of exciting progress has been made in this area, including optical metamaterials,
subwavelength grating engineering in integrated optics, metamaterial photonics, plasmonic structures, high-index-contrast gratings, and
resonant and holographic metasurfaces, to name a few. The novel properties found in these structures, coupled with ability to control these
properties with unprecedented precision through advanced fabrication techniques, has opened fundamentally new prospects for manipulating
light at subwavelength scale. Specific areas of interest include (but not limited to):












Subwavelength structured effective media and metamaterials.
Subwavelength refractive index and dispersion engineering in guided-wave optics.
Subwavelength patterning of optical surfaces. Antireflective gratings.
Near-zero index and negative-refractive index structures for integrated optics.
High-index-contrast gratings, guided mode resonance devices and metastructures.
Subwavelength gratings and metamaterials for integrated photonics and plasmonics.
Subwavelength engineered nanophotonic structures for photonic integrated circuits.
Resonant and holographic optical metasurfaces. Broadband achromatic metasurfaces, collimators and lenses.
Photonic nanostructures for light harvesting and manipulation.
Highly birefringent photonic structures and chiral media.
Advanced nano-fabrication technologies for meta-structures.

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Pavel Cheben, National Research Council, Canada. The Guest Editors are: Pierre Berini, University
of Ottawa, Canada; Daoxin Dai, Zhejiang University, China; Iñigo Molina Fernández, University of Malaga, Spain, Laurent Vivien, CNRS,
University Paris Sud and Paris Saclay, France; and David R. Smith, Duke University, USA.
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is August 1, 2018. Hardcopy publication of the issue is scheduled for May/June 2019.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the
author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well
before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the same
article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents located at http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho are required during the mandatory online submission.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper). Manuscripts
over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are mandatory,
photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating
the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Preliminary Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Ultrafast Science and Technology
Submission Deadline: October 1, 2018
Hard Copy Publication: July/August 2019

The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of Ultrafast Science and
Technology. The purpose of this issue of JSTQE is to highlight the recent progress and trends in ultrafast science and technology with an
emphasis on ultrafast optics. The topic generally encompasses the generation, manipulation, characterization, and use of ultrashort pulses.
Much exciting progress has been made in all of these areas, including novel developments enabling new applications in spectroscopy and
imaging, biomedical applications, materials processing, and research. Specific areas of interest include (but not limited to):


Generation of ultrashort optical pulses from lasers



Parametric oscillators and amplifiers of ultrashort pulses



Ultrahigh peak-power laser systems and related technologies



High harmonic and attosecond pulse generation technology and science



Novel methods for shaping and measuring ultrashort pulses



Few-cycle pulses, carrier-envelope phase



Ultrashort x-ray pulses; generation, characterization, and synchronization of XFELs



Ultrafast laser applications that drive technology advancements and innovation



Pulse synthesis

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Sterling Backus, KMLabs, Inc., USA. The Guest Editors are: Daniel J. Kane, Mesaphotonics, LLC,
USA;
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is October 1, 2018. Hardcopy publication of the issue is scheduled for July/August 2019.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the
author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well before
the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the same article numbers
are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents located at http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho are required during the mandatory online submission.
1) PDF manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper). Manuscripts over the standard
page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are mandatory, photographs are optional.
See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published papers.
Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating the distinction
between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Preliminary Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Foundry-Enabled Photonic Integrated Circuits
Submission Deadline: December 1, 2018
Hard Copy Publication: Sept/Oct 2019
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of Foundry-Enabled Photonic
Integrated Circuits. The purpose of this issue of JSTQE is to highlight the recent progress and trends in foundries and associated technologies
to develop volume manufacturing of photonic integrated circuits. As integrated photonics technology matures and potential market demands increase,
foundries become critical for volume production. In recent years the developments in the offerings of foundry services and multi-project wafer (MPW)
runs, in both silicon and InP based material systems, enable a path toward volume production of photonic integrated circuits. Fabrication in the foundry
environment will also lead to more highly integrated circuits, performance improvements and lower cost.
Specific areas of interest include (but not limited to):









Topic 1
Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4
Topic 5
Topic 6
Topic 7
Topic 8

Electronic Photonic Integration
Integration of photonics in standard CMOS technology nodes
Interposer platforms and die attach
Photonic circuit design for volume manufacture
Test for volume manufacture
Wafer level package
Cost models
Foundry models for custom, low-volume manufacturing

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Madeleine Glick, MIT, USA. The Guest Editors are: Paul Juodawlkis, MIT-Lincoln Laboratories, USA;
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is December 1, 2018. Hardcopy publication of the issue is scheduled for September/October
2019.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the
author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well before
the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the same article numbers
are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents located at http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho are required during the mandatory online submission.
1) PDF manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper). Manuscripts over the standard
page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are mandatory, photographs are optional.
See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published papers.
Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating the distinction
between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Emerging Applications of Multimode, Multicore and Specialty Fibers
Submission Deadline: October 1, 2019
Hard Copy Publication: July/August 2020
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of Emerging
Applications of Multimode, Multicore and Specialty Fibers. For the past few decades, research on optical communications has
focused on developing new optical fibers and systems to solve the capacity saturation of conventional singlemode fibers. The addition of
the spatial dimension to the portfolio of optical multiplexing technologies, widely known as Space-Division Multiplexing (SDM), boosted
the development of novel optical fibers including among others multicore, multimode and few-mode fibers. The growing interest on these
novel fibers has very recently opened up new avenues for research in emerging fields of application including radio access networks,
imaging, optical fiber sensing or astrophotonics. This special issue will address the current progress and latest breakthroughs in emergent
applications of space-division multiplexing and specialty fibers, covering among others the following areas of interest:












Multicore, multimode and specialty fibers for high-capacity digital communications
Space-division multiplexing in fiber-wireless and 5G communications
Imaging though multimode fibers
Space-division multiplexed submarine links
Multicore, multimode and specialty fibers for optical sensing
Space-division multiplexing in astrophotonics
Multimode- and multicore-based quantum optics
Space-division multiplexing for radiofrequency photonics
Nonlinear multimode optics
Application of multicore, multimode and specialty fibers in data center links
Industrial applications of multicore, multimode and specialty fibers

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Ivana Gasulla, Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain. The Guest Editors of the issue are
Rodrigo Amezcua Correa, University of Central Florida, USA; Nicolas Fontaine, Nokia Bell Labs, USA; Sergio Leon-Saval, University
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Photonics Society shall advance the interests of its members
and the laser, optoelectronics, and photonics professional
community by:
• providing opportunities for information exchange, continuing education, and professional growth;
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• formally recognizing the professional contributions of
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Photonics Society Field of Interest
The Society’s Field of Interest is lasers, optical and photonic devices, optical fibers, and associated lightwave technology and
their systems and applications. The society is concerned with
transforming the science of materials, optical phenomena, and
quantum electronic devices into the design, development, and
manufacture of photonic technologies. The Society promotes
and cooperates in the educational and technical activities which
contribute to the useful expansion of the field of quantum optoelectronics and applications.
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